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REMOTE DIALOGUE WITH THE READER
OUR AIM
This guide covers the educational program “Heritage pedagogy” within the framework of
teaching staff’s lifelong learning and career development. The book is conceived as a technology for
the working with the heritage in support to further qualification of pedagogic professionals. Its aim
is to present the teachers with opportunities of integrating the national cultural-historical and natural
heritage in the educational subjects, mainly from cultural-educational sphere “Social sciences, civic
education and religion” and “Arts”, but can be practically helpful for all specialists, working in the
sphere of formal and non-formal education.
ON THE PHYLOSOHY OF THE PEDAGOGIC SEMINAR

ON THE CONTENT ORGANIZATION
Baseline axes of this educational book “graph” its content in two thematic fields. The first one
introduces basic aspects of heritage theory, searching intersection points between European practice
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Our educational program aims to introduce the participants to contemporary heritage theory,
giving them knowledge of theoretic base and good practice of leading European academic institutions
and centers. The correlation between human rights and heritage role is laid out in the context of basic
international and national documents in order to achieve inter-group and inter-community respect for
further sustainable development in Europe. Heritage essence and functions clarification is interconnected with the problem of memory and identity formation. The practical part of the course focuses
attention on the role of landscape and its options for work with elements of cultural heritage, integrating methods of active learning interdisciplinary approach and education-culture partnership.
The pedagogic seminar philosophy is connected with the notion of the city as an educational
venue, where various educational resources can be found, which, in cooperation with local museums
constantly expands to encompass a variety of practices, applicable in formal and non-formal education.
The notion of conveying part of the educational activities in a “natural environment” is an expression of the authors’ search of a rational answer to the challenges, which education faces in times of
globalization and information internationalization. We are convinced in the possibility to broaden the
school environment through attracting new educational actors, including ones coming from the business circles. We think that the closer cooperation with the museum institution presents a possibility to
enrich the practical direction of knowledge, obtained at school.
The educative potential of proposed interdisciplinary strategies is designed in direction to foster
historical consciousness and stimulate civic activity of young people in the life of local and national
communities. The perspective of spreading knowledge in marginalized communities is not least significant, where school drop-out rate gradually increases and is perceived as a serious social problem
not only for our country, but for other European countries as well.
We understand that unlike Western European cultural tradition, where education is a priority in
the policy of local authorities and is financially covered by them, the centralized educational system
in our country fails to yet materialize the connection between academic and museum institutions and
to link education to market mechanisms. While not the only one, this is one of the reasons why Bulgarian education still tries to “catch up” with European standards. That is why, it is imperative that
local communities work more actively in direction to create a sustainable environment, providing high
quality educational services.
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and Bulgarian experience. Thematizing basic notions on the axis “memory – landscape” sets the direction for expected correlation with school education and its tendency for modernization, adequate to
the needs of new generations. The second axis concretizes and “condenses” the title of the pedagogic
guide through the choice of the main sites – sites of memory, sites of everyday of life, and faces of the
city, through which the idea of Veliko Tarnovo being an “open air museum” is articulated.
The designed pedagogical activities are concentrated on solitary activity by young people and
the emotion of “learning by doing/acting”. In spite of our willingness to cover both age groups – 5th
–7th and 8th –11th grades, most ideas are aimed at students in lower secondary educational level – between 12 and 16 years of age. The tasks are based on interactive strategies, models of learning by
experience and project model. They encourage critical thinking through a variety of approaches, provoking curiosity, creativity and active citizenship in young people.
Each topic contains a system of tasks, which are constructed in a way to create a bond between
theoretic knowledge and application of acquired skills in concrete practical situations, provoking information gathering through understanding concepts and realization of creative approaches. Basic
presumption is, that in this way young people will understand the value of heritage and its knowledge
and preservation is inseparable part of their civic behavior, it is an essence and sense of the inclusion
of all in the life of contemporary civilization.
The guide sets the framework of a practical model, which complements school education with
new opportunities for active, interdisciplinary and emotionally rich pedagogic activity. As its authors,
we hope that the proposed theoretical ideas and pedagogic practices for dealing with heritage trace the
path that broadens the perspectives for knowing the past of the home town in a modern, dynamic and
attractive for young people way. We are certain, that all opinions and critical notes, shared by teachers
and museum workers will benefit the quality of the book.
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THE HERITAGE –
THEORETICAL ASPECTS
HERITAGE PEDAGOGY
Under history is the memory and oblivion.
Under the memory and oblivion is the life.
But to write life is another story.
There is no end.
Paul Ricœur

Nоrа Pierre, Entre Mémoire et Histoire, p.17–42. In: Les lieux de mémoire, sous la dir. de Pierre Nora, t.I, La République,
Gallimard, 1984, р. 35.
2
Larousse, 1988, p. 665.
3
Recommendation №R(98)5 for pedagogy of heritage, approved by the Council of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 17
March1998 (in Bulgarian).
4
Framework Convention of the Council of Europe of the importance of cultural heritage for the society, 2005 (in Bulgarian).
1
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Heritage lies in the roots of the historical memory, of which each national identity draws reasons
for its existence. Often heritage plays a role of site of memory, which, according to the famous French
historian Pierre Nora can detect visible signs of an already invisible world. According to him “the
most important reason for the existence of the sites of memory is to stop time, to block the work of
forgetting, to set the state of things, to immortalize death, to materialize the imperishable, to embody
as much sense in minimum signs”1. Therefore heritage is kept, respected, developed, and used daily.
The school as an institution is not only a tool for transfer of cultural values, but also a place where
culture is created and identity is formed. From this point of view in recent decades heritage education
becomes more important.
The term heritage derives from the Latin word patrimonium (from Latin, pater – father) and is
defined in dictionaries as: 1. goods received from parents; 2. common goods of certain collective or
human community considered common heritage passed down from ancestors2.  Some of the official
documents of the Council of Europe – the first pan-European institution that traditionally carries out
a number of activities related to heritage and its use for the purpose of education – understands the
term as “any tangible and intangible evidence of human creativity or common achievement of man
and nature” 3 and “a pool of resources inherited from the past, that people consider from the perspective of ownership of the goods, as a reflection and expression of their values, beliefs, knowledge and
traditions in continuous evolution”4. In other words, the broader definitions of the heritage include all
aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction of people and nature over time.
There are numerous international documents aimed at the preservation and use of heritage. One
of the first is the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage
from 1972, which is in force in Bulgaria since 1975. Article 1 thereof includes cultural heritage monuments, ensembles, remarkable places, human works or creations made jointly by man and nature.
The elements of the natural heritage are listed in Article 2 – natural sites, monuments, geological and
physiographical formations, natural sites or precisely delineated natural areas of outstanding universal
value, rarity and beauty.
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At the beginning of our century UNESCO adopts another document that aims to ensure the protection of the spiritual heritage. The new convention that is in force in Bulgaria since 2006, adds to the
intangible cultural heritage “the customs, the forms of representation and expression, the knowledge
and skills, and related instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces recognized by communities
and groups and, in some cases by individuals as their heritage”5. According to the document, it is
constantly recreated by the communities and groups and transmitted from generation to generation,
depending on the environment, their interaction with nature and their history by forming a sense of
identity and thus contributing to the promotion of respect for cultural diversity and human creativity.
It is important to note that subject to protection under the Convention, is only this heritage, which is in
line with existing international documents guaranteeing human rights, and that meets the requirements
of the Council of Europe of mutual respect among groups and communities and sustainable development. Article 3 lists the following forms in which intangible heritage is manifested:
• oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural
heritage;
• artistic performance art;
• social practices, rituals and festive events;
• knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe;
• knowledge and skills associated with traditional crafts.
Each state that signed the Convention undertakes efforts for the preservation of its heritage,
creating a complete and permanent register periodically. Article 14 puts a special emphasis on the
training of specialists and the education of young people that must raise their awareness and interest.
At the initiative of the Council of Europe are discussed and adopted numerous documents: European cultural convention (1954), European convention concerning the protection of the architectural
heritage (1985), European convention for the conservation of the archaeological heritage (1992), the
European landscape convention (2000), etc. Some of the recent arrangements between Member States
are enshrined in the Framework Convention for the importance of cultural heritage for society (2005).
Article 3 of this Convention shows that the approach is rather broad. It is interpreted as a shared source
of remembrance, understanding, identity, unity, creativity and covers the ideals, principles and values
stemming from past progress and conflicts that stimulate the development of a peaceful and stable society based on respect for human rights, democracy and the rule of law. The document fixes the rights
and responsibilities concerning the heritage. The Parties recognize that6:
• any person, individually or in group has the right to benefit from the cultural heritage and
contribute to its enrichment;
• responsibility of each person is as individual or in group to protect both the cultural heritage
of others and their own heritage and as a consequence – the common European heritage;
• exercise the right of cultural heritage can only be limited by the necessity of a democratic
society to maintain public interests, rights and freedoms of others.
The Convention treats especially the environment, the quality of life and the economic dimensions of the European heritage. Article 13 marks the specific commitments of countries that have
signed the Convention in terms of education. According to it, the Parties are obliged to:
• contribute to the integration of the cultural heritage dimension at all levels of the educational
system, not necessarily as a subject to study, but as an appropriate means of access to other
areas of knowledge;

Article 2 of the UNESCO Convention for preservation of the intangible cultural heritage, 2003 (in Bulgarian).
Article 4 of the Framework Convention of the Council of Europe of the importance of cultural heritage for the society, 2005
(in Bulgarian).
5
6
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•

strengthen the links between education in the field of cultural heritage and further/continuing education;
• encourage the interdisciplinary research on cultural heritage, communities, that share it, the
environment and relations between them;
• stimulate the continuing education of professionals and the exchange of knowledge and
skills within and outside the education system.
The important role that heritage plays in shaping European identities provokes the Council of
Europe, and later UNESCO, to seek approaches to use heritage in education. This is how the term heritage pedagogy appears – pedagogy based on cultural heritage, integrating active learning methods,
interdisciplinary approach, partnerships between education and culture7. Synthesized, its contents can
be seen in the following table:  
Integration of heritage and its manifestations in teaching various subjects
(primarily history, arts, literature, foreign languages):
• cultural-historical heritage – archaeological sites, monuments, objects, works
of art, architectural models;
• natural heritage – natural sites and areas of outstanding importance, rarity,
beauty;
• cultural landscapes;
• intangible heritage – customs, forms of presentation and expression,
knowledge and skills and the related to them artefacts.

Expected results
from the students

•

Methodology

•
•

Know the heritage, realize its material and spiritual value and acquire
preservation habits.
• Develop an active attitude and possess skills for personal and collective
creative expression.
• Identify as belonging monuments of national and world heritage and situate
them in time and space.
• Assess the national and European contribution to world and European
heritage and understand the unity between past, present and future.
• Understand the European dimension in the heritage of the old continent and
share national and universal artistic values.
• Reflect the cultural differences. Understand the role of heritage in the
formation of different identities.
Makes links between conflict and heritage as a possible source of controversy.
Understand the role of cooperation between cultures for security and tolerance in
society.

•

Interdisciplinary approach and overcoming the boundaries of disciplines.
Application of constructivism as an educational paradigm – learning by
doing, in direct contact with the various manifestations of heritage. Advantage
of interactive technology and project method in education.
Focus on cooperation at international and national level with other educational
and cultural institutions, museums, archives, libraries, NGOs, experts, artists
and others.

Pioneer in using heritage with pedagogical purposes is France. Heritage classes appeared in
1982 under the auspices of the Fund for cultural interventions and the initiative of the Directorate of
Heritage at the Ministry of Culture. The first official texts that define the objectives, tasks and manner of operation of these classes are published by the Ministry of Education in 1988. Subsequently
Recommendation №R(98)5 for pedagogy of heritage, approved by the Council of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 17
March1998 (in Bulgarian).
7
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Content aspects
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numerous regulations are issued that support the integration of heritage as a theme in the training of
various subjects – history, arts, literature and more. Without counting the curriculum, for the period
of 1980–1992 in the Official Bulletin of the Ministry of Education are published more than ten documents – instructions, letters and more – justifying the need for heritage education into the daily teaching practice. The heritage classes are a particular form of education, requiring international exchange
of students based on a common project on topics related to cultural heritage. The work of the heritage
classes is integrated into the basic course of lessons, but requires field work outside the normal classroom environment. It allows young people to discover the richness of heritage in the local context
and to grasp its European dimension. Significant contribution to the enrichment of the approaches,
organization and funding of the activities of these classes in the 80s is made of a number of successful
partnerships between the various ministries, local communities and NGOs. Targeted policy in heritage
education and gained experience lead to institutionalization of other forms in France8:
• PAC (Projet artistique et culturel) – Artistic and cultural project. Similar projects are organized since 2000. They are part of the school strategy, approved by the school board and are
funded separately. Most often they are prepared by art teachers, but necessarily they involve
external experts, professionals in arts. The activities are collective, based on curricula and
are aimed at creating an artistic product by the students – a play, a video, a book, an exhibition. The aim is each child at least once in their education to take part in such a project.
• IDD (Itinéraires de découverte) – Exploration routes for 6th and 7th grades of primary school.
The groups are formed by the choice of the students and apply interdisciplinary practices to
achieve the objectives of school education. Students work individually or in small groups of
10 to 12 weeks, 2 hours a week with at least two different teachers and the documentarian
of the school. The aim is to learn to look for information on a specific topic, to structure and
present it in an appropriate way.
• TPE (Travaux personnels encadrés) – Individual student project under the guidance of the
teacher, which combine two or three school subjects. Activities take place at the secondary
level (general or professional profile) following a special program within 2 hours planned
in the weekly schedule of the students. Teacher guides during the process of work as special
attention is paid to the choice of a topic. At the end the whole process is assessed, not just
the final product but also its presentation.
Experts note that studying heritage requires close cooperation between various disciplines
taught at school and that this concept always requires an interdisciplinary approach. The methods and
contents used are united around three axes9:
• Belonging that has to be transmitted: this is actually a didactic dimension, related to the responsibility of the teacher to transform his/her knowledge of the relevant subject in values
when used in teaching.
• Memory, which must be re-assessed: in the center is placed the pedagogical act using heritage as a subject for study and methodological tool that structures the education.
• Public goods that must be protected: the educational dimension of active citizenship – the
students gradually acquire civic knowledge and skills.
Heritage is actively used for educational purposes in Russia too. They use the term “museum
pedagogy”, which is affirmed in the 80s-90s of the 20th century and is assigned as practical activities
in the museums and as a new scientific discipline.
Described by Mireille Fromentaud, Jean-Paul Pacaud. L’actualité de la question de l’éducation au patrimoine du point de
vue de l’éducation nationale en termes de contexte et de perspectives, p.16–19. In: Compte rendu du séminaire inter académique sur les
fondamentaux de la pédagogie du patrimoine Centre culturel de l’Ouest, 2004, p. 17.
9
Claude Duclos. Allocution d’ouverture, p. 9–11. In: Compte rendu du séminaire inter académique sur les fondamentaux de la
pédagogie du patrimoine Centre culturel de l’Ouest, 2004, p. 10.
8

10

10

Official gazette, issue 48 from 2000, amended and supplemented, issue 46 from 2004, in force since 1 July, 2004 (in Bulgarian).
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Subject of the new scientific discipline is the study of the regulations, principles and methods
of museum work with its audience. Its main object is the cultural and educational aspects of museum
communication, i.e. the specific approach to the ongoing various forms of dialogue, intended to participate in the development of a free and creative personality who can become an equal participant in
this dialogue. Thus, the museum pedagogy as a whole in terms of the subject coincides with the theory
of the museum communication, and concerning the methods – with the pedagogy and even broader –
with psychology. As a science, museum pedagogy functions with the categories of the museology and
the psycho-pedagogical disciplines – such as museum communication, museum object, didactics, education, museum educator, visual thinking – that often acquire additional interpretation or new accents.
The concept of museum pedagogy comes to Russia from Germany, where it is formulated and
put into scientific circulation in the early 20th century. Its theoretical development is associated with
the names of A. Lihtvark , A. Rayhven, G. Froydental. Initially, it is meant only as a direction of the
museum work, with focus mainly on working with students. As an independent field of knowledge
and research museum pedagogy in Russia began to form in the 60s of last century. In 1990, in Moscow
based in the Department of Museology at the Academy for training of workers in the spheres of arts,
culture and tourism emerges creative laboratory “Museum pedagogy” – one of the leading scientific
and applied centers now. Currently in Russia there are many such units, some of which are specialized in a particular field. For example, specific activities of art museums are methodically managed
by the Russian Center for museum pedagogy that emerged in 1990 in the frame of the State Russian
Museum in St. Petersburg. The work of the St. Petersburg museum educators is characterized with the
interdisciplinary approach and the close cooperation with the system of secondary education, including kindergartens. The high school of the State Russian Museum, established in 1989 plays important
role in testing of the new approaches and museum-pedagogical programs.
What is the situation in Bulgaria? In Recommendation №R(98)5, approved by the Council
of Ministers of the Council of Europe on March 17, 1998, it says that heritage education should be
stimulated in all disciplines and at all levels of the educational system. Therefore, it should be visible
in the curriculum in all subjects and education ministries are to ensure that adequate initial and further
education of teachers. For the purposes of this text in terms of school records, we will limit to Decree
№ 2 of 18 May 200010 that defines the state educational requirements (SER) for the educational content. It defines the standards – knowledge, skills, attitudes – that students should master at the end of
a certain stage of the education system.
Most notably the cultural-historical heritage stands out in the standards from the cultural and
educational sphere “Social sciences, civic education and religion”, though the term itself is not mentioned among the concepts and problems with integrated and multidisciplinary character. According to
the Decree № 2 the subject History and Civilization “supports building civic identity of man and society. Knowledge of past, of historical development forms the interconnected fields of national memory
and the heritage of civilization”. Thus there is no coincidence that one of the four cores around which
is organized the educational content from 5th to 12th grades is called National and world historical and
cultural heritage. The expected level of knowledge and skills mastered by the students is hardened
gradually from 5th to 12th grade. Actually the work on utilizing of the basic knowledge of the elements
of heritage starts in the primary stage of education within the integral subject “Man and society”. Individual elements of heritage, such as identity and cultural differences in society are developed within
the SER in civic education. The problem with civic education is that it does not exist as a subject in
the education system and therefore it is difficult to trace its integration in the subjects, envisaged by
the curriculum.

An important role in using heritage as a source of knowledge and necessary basis for building
educational minimum have subjects from the  cultural and educational field Arts. In SER Arts is conceived as “an integral part of the material and spiritual culture of the society” and the school is defined
as a major factor for the inclusion of all students in the national, universal and artistic values. This
determines the place and role of the subject “Fine аrts” in the Bulgarian schools.
Among the terms and issues with integral and interdisciplinary character is the cultural and
historical heritage. The following table shows which standards envision the place of heritage in the
state educational requirements for the educational content11. It clearly shows that even subjects such
as physical education and sports can have a share in its use for the needs of education.
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Subject

Stages of
education

Core

Standards

Man and
society

Primary
education

National cultural
heritage

•

History and
civilization

Lower
secondary
education

National and
world historical
and cultural
heritage

•

•

•
•
•

History and
civilization

Secondary
education

National and
world historical
and cultural
heritage

•
•
•
•

•
•

Philosophy
cycle

Secondary
education

The man and his
world

•
•
•

Recognize and define in time official and
traditional holidays in Bulgaria.
Give examples of significant cultural
achievements of the Bulgarian people.
Identify and describe specific monuments of
the national and world culture.
Know the emergence of the major religions
and their influence on human civilizations.
Establish and give examples for mutual
influences of different cultures.
Define belonging to a community based on
linguistic and religious particularities.
Find out originality, continuity and mutual
influences between cultures and civilizations.
Use knowledge of national values and
traditions in the analysis of events of national
history.
Know monuments and traditions belonging to
different cultures.
Establish synchronicity and asynchronicity,
chronological differences and religious
particularities of the historical and cultural
development of societies.
Make assessment of the importance of national
and European cultural heritage in the world
civilization.
Use knowledge of historical and cultural
traditions as a guide for identification of
belonging to cultures and civilizations.
Understand the value of the cultural
differences and realize their cultural identity.
Give meaning of the philosophical relation
man-nature.
Know the specificity of the religious
worldview and its role in the history of culture.

Decree № 2 for the curricula, issued by the Ministry of Education and Science on 18 May 2000, published in Official gazette,
issue 48 from 2000, amended and supplemented, issue 46 from 2004, in force since 1 July, 2004.
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Subject
Civic education

Civic education

Stages of
education

Core

Standards

Lower
secondary
education

Diversity and
identity of the
personality

•

Secondary
education

National identity
and differences
in society

•

•

•
•
•
•

Distinguish the ethnic, religious and linguistic
affiliation.
Give examples of Bulgaria’s contribution in
the European and world cultural heritage.
Identify the main social groups and
communities and discuss their interests and
problems.
Explain the role of language, religion
and traditions for the social relations and
differences in the society.
Find sources of conflict between different
ethnic and religious communities.
Show readiness for counteraction to violence
and pursuit of resolving conflict situations.
Know the national ideals, traditions and values
and determine Bulgaria’s place in world
culture.

Lower
secondary
education

Function of
music; music
and society

•

Recognize and comment known traditional
and contemporary social phenomena related
to the function of music in society (local folk
rituals, ethnic customs, and specific mixture of
modern musical styles with social processes).

Music

Secondary
education

Function of
music; music
and society

•

Know the diversity of forms of function of
folklore – in the past and today.
Express own point of view in school
discussions dealing with music in the sociocultural discourse.
Determine based on own opinion of three
major phenomena in the music culture of the
20th century.
Draw parallels between traditional and
contemporary symbolism in music.

•
•
•

Fine arts

Secondary
education

Arts and society

•

•

Understand the specificities of fine arts as
part of the spiritual culture; the relations with
the other arts and cultural institutions (art
criticism, museums and galleries).
Reveal the national peculiarities of the
Bulgarian fine art and folk art – differences
and interactions, traditions and modernity.

Physical
education and
sports

Primary
education

Dances (among
the additional
activities)

Perform dances and horo (ring/chain dances)
according to Bulgarian tradition.

Physical
education and
sports

Lower
secondary
education

Dances (among
the additional
activities)

Interpret horo (ring/chain dances) and dances in
creative dance combinations.

13
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Everyday life still cannot meet the requirements of the school records. Only a few years ago in
our history books has prevailed the purely political history approach. Cultural phenomena have been
studied isolated and quantitatively had a small percentage of teaching time. Although with the entry
of new curriculum first for 5th and 6th grades, and from 2008–2009 school year for 7th grade, new educational kits were issued, which made a serious attempt to overcome the situation, still teachers prefer
if necessary to restructure the educational content to regroup firstly the topics of everyday life and
cultural history.
There are many examples of successfully implemented approaches of heritage education in
Bulgaria. Some of the largest museums in the country offer special activities designed for school audiences. Thus, the Archaeological Museum in Varna has a School Museum12, which conducts adapted
classes to adolescents. Others, such as the History Museum in Plovdiv, traditionally maintain close
ties with the school institutions13 and actively promote history education by offering a variety of educational resources. Through its journal “The dialogue in history” the Association of History Teachers
in Bulgaria promotes developed and tested lesson, integrating the heritage issues. In September 2015
in Sofia will be opened the first interactive museum designed for children14. Overall, however, so far
there is no coherent institutionalized system for interaction between all cultural and educational institutions interested in the promotion and use of heritage for educational purposes.

See http://www.archaeo.museumvarna.com/bg/other3/list/id/1 (last checked on 14.05.2015).
Current information on the various initiatives is available on the website of the museum –
www.historymuseumplovdiv.org, section “Educational programs” (last checked on 14.05.2015).
14
The website of the museum is available at: http://muzeiko.com/bg (last checked on 14.05.2015).
12
13
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SITES OF MEMORY
Only important past is remembered,
only remembered past is important.
Jan Assmann

Лиотар, Т.-Ф. Постмодерната ситуация. Наука и изкуство. С., 1996.
Лазова, Цв. Паметта в пресечната точка между историята и антропологията. –  В: НБУ, Годишник на Департамент
Антропология, http://antrobook.nbu.bg/data/10.htm (last checked on 15.08.2008).
17
See: Brian, Eric and Marie Jaisson. Selected bibliography of Memory Studies. In: International Social Science Journal,
Volume 62, Issue 203-204, March–June 2011, Pages 1–249; също Memory. In: Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. – http://plato.
stanford.edu/entries/memory/ (last checked on 15.05.2015); Янкова, В. Историческата памет – между миналото и идентификацията (идеи, проблеми, тенденции). – В: Времето на Балканите: език, история, памет. УИ „Епископ Константин Преславски“,
Шумен, 2014.
18
Под ръководството на Пиер Норà. Места на памет. От архива до емблемата. Т. II, Съст. И. Знеполски. Дом на науките
за човека и обществото, С., 2005, с. 441–445; Лавабр, Мари-Клер. История на паметта/Социология на паметта. – В: Около Пиер
Нора. Съст. И. Знеполски. С., 2004, 56.
19
Нора, П. Проблематика мест памяти, с. 20. – В: Нора, П., М. Озуф, Ж. де Пюимеж, М. Винок. Франция-память. СПб.:
Изд-во С.-Петерб. университета, 1999, 17–50.
15
16
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History is organically linked to the notion of time. The very understanding of history changes
with time. The contemporary European understanding for what is happening as a “story”, introduced
by the French phenomenologist and philosopher Jean-François Lyotard, who means both what is actually happening, as well as the story told about what happened15. Modernity switches focus on the
spatial articulation of story, substituting “story-tale” with “story-problem”.
Since the beginning of the 70s, problematizing the “traditional history” focuses the researchers’
attention on the memory-history relation and the attempts to define the two fields16. In the decades to
follow, the popularity of the term “memory” increases rapidly and it ever more clearly dominates in
the latest European historiography, forming its own branch called “memory studies“.
The research in this field is connected with the work of a series of researchers. After Maurice
Halbwachs, who sets the beginning of the sociological approach in memory interpretation and introduces the concept of “collective (social) memory”, other names that stand out are John Gillis, Michel
Foucault, Jeffrey Olick, Jan and Aleida Assmann, Paul Connerton, Martin Conway, Barbara Misztal, Marie-Claire Lavabre, Jacques Le Goff, Paul Ricœur, Reinhart Koselleck, François Hartog, Alon
Confino, Michael Lambek, etc.17.
Without any doubt, the leading place among the theorists of this “new history” belongs to Pierre
Nora. His name becomes famous in the period 1984–1992, when three volumes of a collective research
under his supervision “Sites of memory” (Les Lieux de mémoire) are published. According to Nora, it
is the “blast” of collective memories and their stress on history, that lead to drawing the demarcation
line between history and memory. Speaking about the demise of the Big historical narrative, he defines
French “national history” as “mythological in its structure and function… spread mainly in schools…
homogenous, chronological, with compulsory sites, well-known figures and event hierarchy”, a “holy
history of civic and secular use” 18. As a reaction to “overwhelming” with historical memory, Nora
suggests a different type of history, based on elements, which build the construct of national identity.
Problematizing national historic narrative enables him to define the parameters of the term “memory”
as a contrapuntal to the notion of “history” 19 and to define the specifics of “collective memory”.
A key aspect in the massive project of the French scholar is the “sites of memory” construct. He
arguments it with the process of pluralization of memory, which brings nations to the need for certain
places, to which the collective memory refers. “It’s about – Nora writes – going to sites in the very di-
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rect sense of the expression, where a society, any society, nation, family, ethnic group, party, gives for
safekeeping its memories, or rediscovers them as an integral part of its personality…”20. The definition
by the French historian conceptualizes in the term “sites of memory” every item of material or ideological nature, that human will or the time has turned into a symbolic element of memorial heritage
of any community21. In this case the symbolic build-up of special for cultural and national identity
“sites” is meant, in the “topographical” sense as well as non-spatial loci communes, recognized as
own by every entity bearing that identity22. Meant are both real places, connected with important historical events, as well as symbolic places, relevant to the memory, through which and by which it is
manifested.
The following main categories are used in literature:
• Topographic sites – such as museums, archives, libraries;
• Memorial or „monument sites” – such as monuments, graveyards, architecture;
• Symbolic sites – connected with anniversaries, celebrations, worship;
• Functional sites, which include various unions (such as veterans’), autobiographies, textbooks, emblems, symbols23.
In general, the sites of memory bear the function to preserve the community’s collective memory.
Hence, their role is mainly symbolic. They are meant to create the society’s notion of itself and its history. They are the bearers of different meanings, which may change over time. Their functions, though,
are not limited to representing important for national history décor: each concrete site of memory has
its own specific meanings, according to the context, in which it was created and developed.
In Polish historiography the term is usually considered to bear a certain value load. Andrzej
Spoczyński (1986) imposes the understanding, that it only references such “sites of memory”, that
“communicate dualistic states of affairs: values and community identity“. Marcin Kula (2002) uses
the term “bearers of historical memory”. Anything that that gives a historical dimension and an essence of value can be considered a “bearer”24.
In Bulgarian historiography the term “sites of memory” is introduced in the beginning of 90s
with the publications, inspired by the Institute for critical and social research on the rewriting of history books, national identity in times of transition, communist newsreels, etc.25 In the list of researchers
stand out the names of Liliana Deyanova, Ivailo Znepolski, Daniela Koleva, Ana Luleva, Nikolay
Vukov, Deyan Deyanov, Evgenia Ivanova, Raina Gavrilova, etc.
Theorizing the term “sites of memory” logically links to the correlation between historic memory
and its role of identity constituent26. This interdependence is not only psychologically determined,
but also points to the ways of telling the story27 and gives ground to consider memory, individual or
collective, as a second fireplace of history28. Such discourse allows the review of separate fragments
of history, as well as larger periods of time and events, as history of the past, and in the same time as

Нора, П. Колективната памет. - В: Духът на „Анали“. Съст. Л. Деянова. ИК „Критика и хуманизъм“, С., 1997, 237.
See: Под ръководството на Пиер Нора. Места на памет. Том II...
22
Маринов, Ч. Места на памет и конструиране на настоящето. – в-к Култура, Брой 2, 16 януари 2004.  
23
Нора, П. Проблематика мест памяти…; See also: Sites of Memory. – https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/citd/holtorf/2.6.html
(last checked on 15.05.2015).
24
Quoted from: Суйецка, Й. Балкански места на паметта. Терминът Македония и образът на Никола Вапцаров в българския и македонския времепространствен континуум. – http://balkansbg.eu/bg/content/b-identichnosti/478-balkanski-mesta-napametta.html (last checked on 15.05.2015).
25
See: Пренаписванията на новата българска история в учебниците за гимназията. С., 1995, as well the list of publications on the Institute’s website: http://logos.uni-plovdiv.net/88. Attention deserves also the journal “Critics&Humanism” (http://
hssfoundation.org). Among the first publication should be noted the article of Zeljazko Stoyanov/Желязко Стоянов: „Историята и
“паметните места”, публикувана в сп. „История, общество, философия“, 1991, N 5.
26
Льо Гоф, Ж. Съвременният прелом в паметта. В: Сб. Духът на Анали..., 137–138.
27
Ериксън, Е. Идентичност – младост и криза. С., 1996, 330; Халбвакс, М. Колективната памет. С., 1996, 92, 94.
28
Ferro, M. Comment on raconte l’histoire aux enfants. Paris, 1992, 311.
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See: Асман, Ян. Културната памет. Писменост, памет и политически идентичности в ранните високоразвити култури.
Планета 3, С., 2001.
33
Асман, Ян, see also: https://milenakatosheva.wordpress.com/2012/01/ (last checked on 15.05.2015).
34
Брунбауер, У. Етнически местности: Батак като място на паметта и забравата. – В: Батак като място на паметта. Изток-Запад, С., 2007, 90–91. See also the study of Vesela Lozanova/Весела Лозанова „Динамика на съвременния музей“. „БИ“ООД,
С., 1999.
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Брунбауер, У. Цит. съч., 90.
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history of images of the past and its uses29. According to sociologist Maurice Halbwachs, predecessor
of Pierre Nora, the past is not preserved, but rather it is reconstructed based on the present. Although
the collective sets the “social framework” of memory, „…it is the individuals who remember, in their
quality of members of a certain group”30. To Nora himself, the “collective memory is the memory and
the aggregation of memories, conscious or not, of an experience, lived or mythologized by a living
community, to which the past is an integral part of its identity”31. Egyptologist Jan Assmann, using
the theory of Maurice Halbwachs, broadens the theoretical perspective, differentiating the terms art
of memory and culture of memory32. He formulates the theory of cultural memory and puts a stress on
the meanings, which present attributes to past events.
Memory is the main mediator, through which the past is available in the present33. Its function is
not to protect that past, but rather to adapt it, so that it can enrich and command the present. Memory
is what ensures the conditions for existence in time of material and non-material cultural heritage. In
this sense, it is a bridge between the accomplishments of generations.
Sites of memory are active at different levels: they not only tell part of the history of the nation,
but also present the local communities with the opportunity to include their own history in the national, thus integrating the “small” local history in the “big” national history34.
Significant role in this process is played by historical museums, which, according to the already
mentioned typology, belong to the topographical sites of memory. Museums are one of the spaces,
where the nation as a “imagined community” (B. Anderson) can present itself in all aspects. Together
with memorial and other symbolic sites of memory, museums directly “translate” past into present,
literally archiving memories and presenting them in a way that to the public is a “convincing story”,
based on real “artefacts”35. They preserve heritage through time for future generations. That’s why
they are traditionally considered a treasury of memory, and lately ever more often defined as institutions of cultural memory. Artefacts and memories from different epochs, preserved in museums, as
well as the whole museum communication, are representative of the official politics for preserving
memory and leading ideas (tragic, heroic) in creating common sites of memory of local and national
community.
Cultural-historic heritage of a city like Veliko Tarnovo definitely has rich symbolic capital.
“Sites of memory”, mainly in the central part and old town, can be characterized as emblematic for
the common memory of the nation. Museum visualizations legitimate events of national significance.
A bright example in this regard is Tsarevets, which is present in the mental national map as a metaphor of magnificence and glory of the Second Bulgarian kingdom. Another significant object is the
Renaissance and the Constituent Assembly museum, where in 1879 the first Bulgarian constitution is
adopted. In the collective memory it is called Tarnovska (from Tarnovo), precisely because it is connected to the beginning of modern Bulgarian state.
According to E. Ivanova36, contemporary society increasingly turns into a memory consumer.
As a result, the past is ever more considered a heritage, rather than accompanying being. This, according to her, allows decisions of today to depend to a lesser extent on one or another set of memories,
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created by one or another political conjuncture, and reorient the struggles between elites to control
memory to the functions of museums and archives. Sharing such conceptual beliefs37, we take a look
at Veliko Tarnovo as a city, which embodies the idea of a long historical continuity. A city-museum,
in which the “sites of memory” are emblematic topoi of the past-present communication. A peculiar
cultural landscape, the layers of which construct a unifying historical narrative, that reflects in positive self-identification of its inhabitants. The proposed pedagogical technology, approbated for several years, thinks of the school-museum link as a more dynamic in its role of traditional generator of
memory38. Remembering the past as a heritage, according to us, allows its role in the present to be
linked interdisciplinary, in a multi-level fashion, and emotionally with the preparation of the growing
youth for social communication as Bulgarian citizens. This encodes our understanding of history as
part of the culture of our contemporary nation.

Taken in consideration is the concept of André Chastel of the connection between the city and the symbols of the past. See:
Шастел, А. Понятието наследство. – В: Нора, П. Места на памет..., 389.
38
Very indicative is the data from the study of the interaction between the museum institutions and the schools within a project
of the National Museum of History, conducted in 2012. See: Сборник доклади „Маркетингово проучване и оценка на взаимодействието между музеите – училището и младите потребители“, НИМ, С., 2013.
37
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Клеро, Жан-Луи. Интердисциплинарен прочит на пейзажа. – В: Интердисциплинарен прочит на пейзажа, Фабер,
В.Търново, 2007, 9.
40
Дичев, Ивайло. От принадлежност към идентичност. ЛИК, С., 2002, 36.
41
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Reading is one of the first major intellectual challenges the child should master at school. Reading
means to decipher the signs in such a way that their meaning becomes clear. Usually reading is associated with books and literary works. The term “reading” is sometimes used for written materials,
geographical or road maps, even for music39. The broader interpretation of the concept leads to the
process of decoding the signs and symbols which in our time are becoming increasingly important.
The postmodern era imposed its system of communication. Today the globalizing world does not
operate by text but through images and thus we are facing new challenges40. The unwillingness of
students to read and their preference of learning through different visual sources – Internet, TV, film
and videos, comics, etc. is a major problem for the entire educational community. Education is not a
separate process and is happening within certain social realities. Therefore particularly relevant question is what makes the school assists the practical orientation of the young generations in the flow of
information that constantly overflows it? How to make successful the efforts of modern pedagogy
aimed at increasing the motivation of young people to read and use written texts? Are we sure that at
the end of their studies, our students would have formed skills for critical approach towards the reality
or fantasy images created and circulated by the modern means of communication?
Many of the daily images that we perceive, consciously or not, with which we are so accustomed
to, that even not notice them, are linked to the landscape around us. It collects in itself sound, image,
time, territory, culture. On one hand, the landscape suggests a spatial framework. Human civilizations arise and develop in appropriate places and over time adapt to the territory or change it according
to their needs and technological capabilities. For example, in one way look the remainings of settlements from ancient Egypt, in another – from ancient Greece. The way the space is absorbed near water
area – sea, lake, river, is different from that in which the settlement occurs in a mountain or a plain.
This physical limit the environment imposes to the inhabiting group of people has its temporal
characteristics too. The landscape depicts the time: it is both a result and terrain of history, it is a reflection of man-nature relation, it is a living memory, a multidimensional calendar. Like in a medieval
parchment, any piece contains traces of the missing systems, over which the new ones are written,
without being able to completely erase the previous ones41. The landscape is an important part of our
heritage because it carries the marks of the social product, of the economic organizations, of the various instruments created by man in the course of its development.
Along with all said, the landscape is also our perception of where we live or we are going
through. And this perception goes through different filters – ethnic, cultural, social, personal. Even our
current mood affects the image, we perceive at the moment. And makes us able to see or not notice
anything.
The European states have made special efforts for the protection and sustainable management
of the landscape. At an initiative of the Council of Europe in 2000 is adopted the European Land-
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scape Convention42. Only until November 2002 it is signed by 24 countries, including Bulgaria. Its
objectives are the protection, management and maintenance of European landscapes and organizing
European cooperation in this field.
The Convention refers to the landscape as a whole, i.e. not only the particularly valuable in
natural or cultural terms, but all the “everyday” landscapes. As part of the European culture, they are
the framework within which human life evolves, the places from which the roots and identity grow,
and an element of the foundations of the European landscape of the 21st century. Thus the Convention
assigns an active role of ordinary people not only in the perception, but in the transformation of the
environment, envisages stimulating the active role of the citizens regarding perception and evaluation
of the landscapes, and identifies a number of national and international measures to meet these targets.
Serious place among them are the activities about increasing the sensitivity of the Europeans and the
implementation of special training and education in this regard.
Treating landscape as a living culture, the document highlights the cultural contribution and
social value of all landscapes by shedding light on the great importance of the interaction nature/
culture in shaping the landscape and thus stimulates the integration and collaboration of the sciences.
According to the Convention, the landscape indicates the part of the territory, as it is perceived by
the population which characteristics are the result of the action of natural and/or human factors and
their interactions. Created in the eyes, hearts and minds of those who watch it, the landscape is not
a synonym with the environment. Like all material things it is “seen” through the filters of memory,
understanding and interpretation43.
The dynamic combination “landscape” has several dimensions according to the Convention.
As spatial and temporal interaction between man and the environment in all its diversity and creative manifestations the landscape changes in time and space and is important part of the concept of
sustainable development. In turn, the sum of the meanings, values and intangible notions that people
associate with the physical components of the landscape (building, territory, even an entire continent),
actually constitutes the cultural dimension of the concept.
THE PROGRAMS AND THEIR INTERNAL LINKS
The fact that the perception of the landscapes has a complex character requires comprehensive
approach towards the educational opportunities that they present. If they are placed in the spotlight
and if they are exploited for educational purposes sufficiently competent, they can be an abundant
resource of diverse educational technologies.
Careful inspection of the Bulgarian curriculum in history and civilization, geography and economics, and arts in the 5th grade44 shows that they give enough opportunities if known well by teachers. Through interdisciplinary “cut” the first broad common problem is the natural and culturalhistorical heritage, where three subjects interlink and complement each other. The expected results
at that level of the curricula are related to the knowledge of all aspects of heritage: typical monuments
of national and world culture, natural diversity and beauty of our planet, remarkable works of Bulgarian art from different eras. An important part of the education constitutes the formation of skills for
obtaining and presenting information from/in appropriate images. All three programs put emphasis
on developing students’ competencies required for written and visual expression. In this plan Arts
education “raises the bar” to the maximum, according to which program, the student must be given
In the official translation of the Convention in Bulgarian is used the German word landschaft for defining the term (which in
the French original sounds like landscape) and according to this the name of the document sounds like European convention of landschaft.
43
Magazine Naturopa, №98, 2002, issued by the Council of Europe.
44
The texts of the curricula are quoted from the official website of the Ministry of Education and Science http://mon.bg/?go=p
age&pageId=1&subpageId=28 (last checked on 13.05.2015).
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POSSIBILITIES FOR INTEGRATING THE INTERDICIPLINARY READING OF THE
LANDSCAPE IN EDUCATION
Lately the interdisciplinary approach is becoming more popular. The modern contemporary
approach tries to deal with excessive fragmentation of knowledge and enter in the contact zones of
various sciences by simultaneous application of the methods of several disciplines in the study of a
particular issue. Such an approach opens new possibilities in the research area for scientific discoveries
and develops new research fields.
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the opportunity “to carry out the operation coding and decoding through mutual exchange of verbal
and visual means”.
The next big crossing area is connected with the people and their living environment,
viewed as a dynamic and uncertain variable. The teaching of history and civilization should explain
the relationship between natural conditions, perceived primarily as a setting for social development,
and social life. A separate core in the program brings the emphasis of “the man in history”. Students
are expected to “give examples and explain the stability and changes in the way of living and values
of different historical periods”. The idea of how normal people lived in the respective historical eras,
how their mentality and attitudes have changed is relatively new to history teaching. Problem in this
regard is the fact that teachers do not have the necessary scientific and methodological training, and
authors of textbooks still cannot produce the careful balance between political history and history of
everyday life, although in textbooks great personalities stand out and topics about everyday life can
be found.
More clearly is distinguished the relation nature-man in the curriculum of Geography and economics for 5th grade. In it is drawn a specific core “Population, political and economic map of the
world”, focusing on nature and the conditions that it provides for life and business of people. Students
are expected to know the types of settlements, to explain the reasons for their establishment and to
understand how environmental conditions presuppose the livelihood of the people in them. The program makes connection with the standards in civic education and sets the formation of knowledge and
skills, so the 5th graders can “understand the relationship between the economic activities of man and
the changes in the environment and to explain some natural disasters and cataclysms with the nature
of human activity”. This relationship clearly stands out in one of the objectives of the program of Fine
arts, which foresees “discussing the aesthetic and environmental problems of the environment”.
Knowing the rules for work with sources of information is an important common component
of the three programs. The main expected outcomes from the 5th graders are related to the knowledge
of various sources of information and the use of their information. The programs comply with the
standards in civic education, providing that student can “obtain basic information contained in fragments of historical documents, in maps, tables, pictures”.
Teaching history and civilization for example foresees at the end of the year students can “distinguish historical sources – written and material, and written evidences of the era from the ones created
by the distance of time”. These issues have broader presence in the Arts program that treats the whole
“system of means of visual information and communication”. The expected outcome as a result of the
overall performance during the year is as follows: students can read the signs and symbols through
the means of visual information and communication and can group them in different types of areas.
Moreover, they have to “analyze the main components of the visual communicative product – text
and image”. The program foresees these skills to be formed on the basis of systematically developed
visual notions through observation of the real environment and knowledge of the means of expression
of the visual image. An important element of studied genres during the school year is the landscape.
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In education the interdisciplinary approach is useful because it helps teachers and students in the
transfer of knowledge from one subject to another and allows them to realize the meaning of education45. Still it is mixed with the cross-curricular links and is relatively less spread not only among the
educational community in our country, but also abroad.
In the secondary education system most easily from an organizational perspective is the application of this approach in the primary stage where the teacher leads the training in all disciplines.
More serious problems put the teaching of different subjects from 5th grade on. Teachers are rarely
interested in the other thought subjects, do not know the whole school records, they are “closed” in the
horizons of their discipline and rarely even make cross-curricular links. A similar type of teaching has
especially negative effects on students who besides knowledge, learn technologies for learning and
applying what is learned and in this sense largely copy their teacher.
The implementation of interdisciplinary analysis of the landscape in the specific school reality
is now possible only within individual lessons in the history and civilization, geography and economy,
Bulgarian language and literature and fine arts. The difficulties stem from the nature of the very gradeunit system that does not suggest such an approach and does not allow overcoming the boundaries
of disciplines. Lack of time and the constraints of curricula are also serious obstacles in this regard.
However, if teachers are motivated and well prepared, they could find the right opportunity with the
support of the school management to conduct binary lessons, guided simultaneously by two, even
three teachers in a team, which actually show students the possibility to transfer knowledge from one
subject to another.
Possible for implementation is the application of an interdisciplinary reading of landscape in the
classes of free selective education. In this case, the teacher creates a program to work with the students. The analyses of the school records make us believe that it is possible similar issues to be used by
the existing in many places groups of free selective classes in regional studies. Instead of conclusion,
we want to emphasize that for the moment interdisciplinary reading of the landscape remains a real
challenge for the teaching staff although giving endless opportunities for intellectual improvement of
all educational actors.

Jacques Tardif. L’enseignement de l’histoire face aux défis de l’information et de la communication. Conseil de l’Europe,
Strasbourg, 1999, p. 50.
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TARNOVO LANDSCAPES
PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Acquire knowledge about the historical development of the construction, location and function of the city of Veliko Tarnovo.
2. Reflect the dynamic interaction man-nature in reclaiming and changing the space.
AGE: 12 – 13 years
TIME: 2 x 45 minutes

PRELIMINARY PREPARATION:
• The teacher prepares worksheets and chooses different perspectives from which the students
will make the observation. If it is not possible for the teacher to organize the class with observation in an open air, he/she selects relevant images and prepares a multimedia presentation.
• The students observe the Tarnovo landscape from the Stambolov’s bridge and follow the
guidelines of the worksheets. The class is divided into five working groups that observe the
landscape respectively from the front, left, right, up and down position from the middle of
the bridge. If students have cameras or mobile phones, it would be nice to make a few photos, which can be used in the preparation of the homework.
• On the basis of the observation the students receive the task to write a text of 200-300 words
on the theme: “Tarnovo landscape from the Stambolov’s bridge” for homework.
Options:
If the students already know the algorithm/the model of work and apply it successfully, the task
can be hardened in a more complicated manner with an additional creative element:
Watch the scenery from your window (balcony) using the guidelines for observing the landscape. Write a text of 200-300 words on the topic: “Tarnovo from my window” or “My favorite season
in Tarnovo, seen from my window.”
A joint approach with the Fine arts teacher is possible who can select relevant reproductions of
Tarnovo landscapes and the students can make written description of one of them making their best to
reveal the emotions of the artist the way they have felt them in their texts.
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NECESSARY MATERIALS:
• А4 paper and pens;
• Camera/s;
• Transparent paper for overhead projector and colorful pens;
• 3 colors of post-its;
• Multimedia projector.

ACTIVITIES:
Activity 1: Organizational moment.
The teacher emphasizes how important is to understand what we see and thus attracts the attention of
the students towards the peculiarities of the landscape as a terrain and scenery of history, as a place
where the man and nature interact and where this interaction leaves clear traces that could give us a lot
of information, as long as we can find it and understand it.
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Activity 2: Summarizing the observation.
Within 15 minutes (3 minutes per group) students share their work results, achieved during the accomplished observation. One representative from each group reads their homework. The summary of
the teacher guides to the second stage – a retrospective analysis.
Activity 3: Group work with a combination of texts and images.
For about 15 minutes, students work divided into 3 groups on worksheets distributed by the teacher.
They include old and modern photographs of Tarnovo and excerpts from domestic and foreign historical sources relating to the end of 19th and the first decades of the 20th century. The comparison follows
the history of development of the city and its neighborhoods and seeks to outline the evolution and
continuity in the interaction man/nature. Each worksheet stipulates to complete keywords in a table
designed to help students identify the development of Tarnovo landscapes in the last century. Besides
in the table the working groups write the keywords on colored post-its using a particular color for each
column (defined by the teacher) – for example red for the elements of the landscape that existed in the
past, green for those that continue existing today and yellow for newly emerged ones in the last 2-3
decades. In presenting the results the speakers of the groups stick the post-its in the column of the table
presented as a poster or drawn on the board.
Activity 4: Final discussion “Tarnovo changes us or we change it?”
The last ten minutes are foreseen for wrapping up the work, accomplished during the two hours. It is
important the teacher stresses the points of the sustainable elements of the landscape that go through
the last hundred years and the reasons that assure this continuity. Exemplary questions for discussion:
• Which elements of Tarnovo landscape disappeared? What is on their place? Why?
• Which elements continue existing? How do you explain this continuous “life”? What is the
character of the reasons – human action or natural phenomenon?
• How do you think, Tarnovo changes us or we change it?
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

worksheet
INSTRUCTUINS for the observation 46

I. Draw the main lines
1. Define the lines of the observed landscape – horizontal, vertical, diagonal, curved, continuous or interrupted.
2. What is their origin? Human action or natural phenomenon?
3. Outline and classify these lines: the horizontal on one slide, the vertical – to another.
Use two different colors.
4. Put the two slide over one another. This will create an idea of the space, for the skeleton
of the landscape.

III. Reflect on the colors
1. Use the colors as a means of classification. Define colors of the buildings, the plants, the
sky and water, which shape the landscape. What is the presence of the five basic colors?  
2. Pay attention to the division of nuances. Which prevails? Why?
3. Analyze the light effects. Is the space changing its everyday complexion due to the change
of the usual lighting?
4. How people use symbolic colors (public buildings, constructions, roads)?
IV. Identify the noises and the smells
1. Classify and identify the noises.
• By origin (natural, animal, human)
• By rhythm, frequency, intensity
Think what information they add to the landscape and how they influence the information of
the scenery.
2. Define the smells. What is their origin? How they change in the different epochs, the different parts of the day and the different seasons?
V. Choose speaker of the group and discuss how would you present your work to your classmates.

The algorithm is developed based on the article of: Жан-Луи Клеро. Интердисциплинарен прочит на пейзажа. – В: Интердисциплинарен прочит на пейзажа, Фабер, В.Търново, 2007, 9–23.
46
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II. Define the forms and volumes
1. Define the forms. Use different elements to surface (triangles = mountains or hills, squares
= fields, houses, etc.).
2. Identify the different construction approaches: is there an overlapping of broad horizontal layers or vice versa, it was built in height through the systematic installation of distinct
verticals.
3. Determine the proportions of volumes and surfaces, their use and their importance.

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
FIRST GROUP
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Dobri Ganchev, Memories of the Royal time, Publishing house of the Fatherland Front, Sofia,
1983, p. 55. (in Bulgarian)
Naked hill studded with great many people. The entire city came, and the curious come from
nearby villages and small towns. Heat – tropical, the sun burns directly in the eyes. No shade to hide.
Sweat runs from the foreheads of all. The poor priests, how were tortured under heavy ecclesiastical
vestments!
I listened to the speech of the prince, the public prayer and litany of health and prosperity of
the clergy, and my eyes are wandering in the surrounding hills. My God, what a wild, what a dark
place! Neither a tree, nor a thorn or even some grass, bare crags, rocks, stones, here and there ripping,
splintered by underground tremors. Neither a beast, nor a bird! Only eagles here and there ramble in
heaven.

The announcement of the Bulgarian independence,
Tsarevets, 1908.
http://retrobulgaria.com/vt/pametnizi.html, 15.06.2015

Tsarevets, photo: Kina Kotlarska, 2006.

QUESTIONS AND TASKS:
1. Read the text and look carefully at the images.
2. Compare the way Tsarevets appeared hundred years ago and today.
3. Identify which are the new elements in the landscape of Tsarevets. Guess when and how
they have emerged? Explain why.
4. Completing the keywords in the following table will help you respond systematically to the
questions.
Elements of the landscape
not existing any more

continue existing today
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new ones

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
SECOND GROUP
Felix J. Koch, Tarnovo – the city of hanging gardens, October 1907, p. 10–17.
In: National geographic magazine, 2007, special edition “Bulgaria in the archives of NGM”,
p. 10, (in Bulgarian)
From the station was starting a nice country road that took our carriage – between tall cliffs
partly covered with trees that reach to yellow cliffs raising from a beautiful, winding river. Up ahead
there were other rocks and there, it had landed the city – wonderful Tarnovo, in which each house is
bathed in color: red roof baked tiles, walls painted in faded pink and brown colors, eaves and cornices
reinforced with heavy beams blackened by time. Yellow and blue decorated other houses. We stopped
to enjoy the view – like Naples, seen from the sea – because the houses here are three or even five
floors, something extremely rare for architecture of the Orient.
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Students from the Girls’ school of the Stambolov
bridge, personal archive of Anka Doncheva, 1934.

View from the Sambolov Bridge, photo Kina Kotlarska,
2006.

QUESTIONS AND TASKS
1. Read the text and look carefully at the images.
2. Compare how the landscape looked from the Stambolov Bridge then and now.
3. Define which are more – the new elements or the old ones. Explain why.
4. Completing the keywords in the following table will help you respond systematically to the
questions.

Elements of the landscape
not existing any more

continue existing today
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new ones

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
THIRD GROUP
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Felix J. Koch, Tarnovo – the city of hanging gardens, October 1907, p. 10–17.
In: National geographic magazine, 2007, special edition “Bulgaria in the archives of NGM”,
p. 13. (in Bulgarian)
The great charm of Tarnovo, however, lies in its balconies. Every home – but it must be remembered that house and shop are synonyms in the near parts of the East – there is a door in the middle
of the facade on the second floor, in most parts of the window glass that opens into a small balcony,
where all summer are blooming oleander bushes in heavy green barrels.
... But let us return to the balconies. Many of them are not satisfied with oleanders, but have
stretched above a vault of vine so the Bulgarian lady hides in the pavilion of leaves from which whenever she wants she will take sweet hanging grapes and throw the peels at passersby in the narrow
alley.

Tarnovo house, photo: Dora Nedeva, 2015.

The main street in Veliko Tarnovo,
photo: Kina Kotlarska, 2015.

QUESTIONS AND TASKS
1. Read the text and look carefully at the images.
2. Compare how the houses in Tarnovo looked like before and today.
3. Which of the architectural elements are preserved and which are not. Explain why.
4. Completing the keywords in the following table will help you respond systematically to the
questions.
Elements of the landscape
not existing any more

continue existing today
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new ones

THE HERITAGE OF VELIKO TARNOVO –
DIDACTICAL IDEAS
SITES OF MEMORY

THE MUSEUM AS A SITE OF THE MEMORY
THEORETICAL BLOCK

47
Nоrа, P. Entre Mémoire et Histoire. p.17–42. In: Les lieux de mémoire, sous la dir. de Pierre Nora, t.I, La République, Gallimard, 1984, p. 34.
48
It is enough to remember that in 2008 Tsarevets was among the favorite symbols that was expected to be suggested by the
Bulgarian National Bank to portray the Bulgarian Euro.
49
Беззубова, О. Теория музейной коммуникации как модель современного образовательного процесса. Коммуникация
и образование, с. 418–427. – В: Сб. статей под ред. С. И. Дудника, Санкт Петербург: Санкт-Петербургское философское общество, 2004, quoted from http://www.anthropology.ru/ru/texts/bezzubova/theory.html, last checked on14.08.2008.
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The term sites of memory (Les Lieux de mémoire, fr.) is introduced in the scientific discourse by
the famous French historian Pierre Nora. It logically fits into the overall developments of the French
Annales School that formed an important trend in the modern historiography. Typical features of
historical research of the School are the complex approaches to the past and the combination of possi
bilities of the various social sciences in the analysis of common interdisciplinary fields of scientific
research.
Starting from the idea that societies remember as well as people, Nora justifies his concept of
sites of memory, which guides the presence of the past in the present. It embodies the memory that
the society does not want to lose and that periodically recreates by conducting certain celebrations or
commemorations aiming to preserve the collective memory. According to Nora, these sites have three
important characteristics47. The first is material in the sense that they are tangible and exist in reality.
The roots of the memory grow from them, thus the sites of memory play the same role for the memory
as the events have for history. The second is that they are symbolic, they have a symbolic function
and therefore play an important pedagogical role – they educate. And their third characteristic is that
they have certain functions – to stop forgetting and to embody maximum meaning in minimum signs.
Otherwise, they are acting – periodically they are center of public events or celebrations or are constantly visited – organized or individually.
In this sense there is a difference between the museum and the sites of memory, although the
museum actually plays a certain role in preserving the memory of a particular community. Not every
museum can be a site of memory. According to the meaning that Pierre Nora puts into the concept,
such sites of memory in Veliko Tarnovo are Tsarevets, the Forty Martyrs Church and Constituent Assembly – sites with strong symbolic meaning for every Bulgarian48. However, museums keep our collective memory, they communicate the present with the past and in this respect are institutions such as
the archive and the library, the education system and art in general. Experts note that the functioning
of culture, seen as a collection of different cultural codes and continuity between generations is only
possible as a result of social interaction. The ability of the participants to operate with certain codes in
communication is a prerequisite of the possibility an information exchange to happen in transmitting
the cultural tradition49.

The process of transmitting and acquiring of information creates opportunities for manipulation
and in the collective memory ultimately remain traces other than the prototype50. The functioning of
museums as cultural and educational institutions poses at least three important questions51. Firstly,
what is the general designation of the collected historic objects: to tell what happened? And what is
worthy to be told? The second question links the history with the memory: the history created by the
museum, actually is kind of interpretation and reconstruction of the past. Who, how and why makes
it? And the third question is related to how is presented the image that a community has for itself in
the museum, how it contributes to stimulating the historical memory and the continued reintegration
into the given community.
The cultural-historical heritage can also serve as a site of memory. Forming the inheritance passes through its classification, description and archiving. From the moment in which an object becomes
part of the heritage and is removed from its habitual environment, usually remote geographically and
chronologically, its meaning is changed. It acquires other functions and new value meaning that was
not inherent in the course of its previous existence. Could its assessment made by professionals as part
of the heritage be accepted by all? Long-term memory is much more associated with pleasurable feelings, rather than ownership. Therefore, the most important is the emotion that the heritage provokes.
But what does an ordinary person feel towards a collection of sometimes incomprehensible objects
at the museum that for long haven’t been in use? Culture and conviction are required to experience
something more than interest towards the unusual. It is necessary to know the codes of communication
of the past, to experience that joyful sense of contact with the inheritance, about which experts talk52.
Furthermore, it is important to note that one item, entering the museum fund, not only acquires
new value or a new quality, it has a certain meaning only in the collection or only as part of the whole
exhibition, i.e. it should be related to the other exhibits in the museum. Thus the museum process of
the object is always linked to the seizure of its daily context and its integration into the new artificial
system of meaning53. The question here is how students should understand this meaning? Is it sufficient to have only a guide or his/her guided talk? Or there are opportunities for learning through
experience and self-construction of knowledge that the museum offers?
If we accept the idea that the essence of education is narrowed to mastering a certain amount of
cultural codes, allowing people to interact appropriately with the cultural environment and the other
in it54, then the potential of the museum as an educational institution could be searched at a different
level. Education as a process of integration into the cultural codes also requires mastery of scientific
knowledge and utilization of core competencies for communication, attitudes of lifelong learning
and strategies for self-construction of knowledge based on experience. Given the global changes associated with the development of electronic means of mass information and technology, we can talk
about the ever-increasing need for integration of visual means and constructivist approaches in the
traditional educational practice.

For the mechanisms through which societies “remember” of “forget”, see: Рикьор, П. Паметта, историята, забравата.
Сонм, С., 2006; История, разказ, памет (под ред. на Ив. Знеполски), С., 2001.
51
Charléty Véronique. Fragment de mémoire. Le musée historique allemand de Berlin, p.133–155, In: Politix, Année 1996,
Volume 9, Numéro 33, p. 3. http://www.persee.fr/index.do, consulté le 23.03.08.
52
Chastel André, La notion de patrimoine, p. 407–450. – In: Les lieux de mémoire, sous la dir. de Pierre Nora, t. II, La Nation,
Gallimard, 1986, р. 444.
53
Беззубова, О. Пространство музея и проблема аксиологической переориентации, с. 12–14. – В: Музей. Общество.
Религия: Аспекты взаиимодействия. К 70-летию Государственного музея истории религии. Материалы IX Санкт-Петербургских религиоведческих чтений. Санкт Петербург, 2002, quoted from http://www.anthropology.ru/ru/texts/bezzubova/space.html,
last checked on 13.08.2008.
54
Беззубова, О. Теория музейной коммуникации как модель современного образовательного процесса. Коммуникация
и образование, с. 418–427. – В: Сб. статей. под ред. С. И. Дудника, Санкт Петербург: Санкт-Петербургское философское общество, 2004, quoted from http://www.anthropology.ru/ru/texts/bezzubova/theory.html, last checked on 14.08.2008.
50

PRACTICAL BLOCK
How to prepare a visit to a museum? What practical steps should be made in order the visit to
have its necessary influence and meaning? First – depending on the purpose of the lesson, the role of
the museum exhibition should be accessed. Whether it will be used only to illustrate the words of the
teacher or of a basis for constructing own knowledge by the students. This means precise preparation,
visit of the teacher to the museum and consultation with museum experts, finding the right moment of
visit in the curriculum and thus – in the learning process.
The suggested worksheets are indicative55 and can be adapted to different situations. It is important to follow the basic content steps, thus the visit to the museum or other object of cultural heritage
can be effective. It shouldn’t be missed the emphasis on sensory perceptions of students – teenagers
remember easier after “experiencing” the heritage.
One of the features of the heritage is that it makes it possible to have interdisciplinary approach
and optimal results are achieved when through combined implementation of a variety of interactive
learning technologies. Various research school projects are well accepted in practice. Several stages in
their development can be highlighted as a guide:

II stage: Processing the information
• Clustering the information according to themes and sub-themes.
• Reflecting on the gathered material and analyzing it.
• Integrating the material within the topics of various school subjects.
III stage: Completing the information with new thematic research.
• Using other archives, historical documents, museums.
• Interviewing various partners – collecting oral evidences.
IV stage: Making own product – report, essay, paper, presentation, CD, etc. – and its presentation in front of the class, parents or other out-of-school forums.

The worksheets are adapted from a handbook, issued by UNESCO in 1999 and revised in 2002: http://whc.unesco.org/fr/
educationkit, last checked on 26.02.2015.
55
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I stage: Collecting information
• Actively studying the site (visiting a museum), exploring the issues through questionnaires.
• Giving special focus on sensitive feelings and emotions.
• Provoking interest, observation and reflection.
• Special role of the teacher to balance/guide to finding information.

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
VISIT TO A CULTURAL HERITAGE EXHIBIT/MONUMENT
Name of the visited exhibit……………………………………………………
Name of the student:…………………………………………………….……
Date of the visit:………………………………………………………………
BEFORE THE VISIT:
– Write down your expectations:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
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– Note what would you like to find out, learn:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
DURING THE VISIT
Draw on the back of the handout the part of the monument/exhibit, which you like the most.
Note data, dates or numbers that you learn about the monument:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
What do you feel with your senses: when you close your eyes, describe what you have heard, what
smells you have sensed. Describe this part of the monument that impresses you the most:
Sound: ……………………………………………………………..……………..……………..……..
Smell:……………………………………………………………………………………………..…
Appearance:……………………………………………………………..……………..……………..……..
AFTER THE VISIT
Did the visit meet your expectations?
□ yes
□ no
Explain why:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
Do you think that this monument is important?
□ yes
□ no
Explain why:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
Other comments:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………
Date ..............

             Signature: .............
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
STUDING A MUSEUM EXHIBIT
Aspects for
observation
Physical
characteristics

Function
Concept

Value

Notes

•

What is its color?

•

Does it have a smell?

•

What does it look like?

•

What is it made from?

•

Is it natural or human made?

•

Is it preserved as a whole?

•

Is it changed (adapted, repaired)?

•

Is it used?

•

How is it made – handmade or
manufactured?

•

Is it made in pieces?

•

How is it montaged?

•

Is it decorated?

•

From what materials is it made?

•

What technique is used for making it –
turning, casting, printing, weaving, etc.?

•

What was the purpose of the object?

•

Did it have another usage?

•

Does it refer to the use for which it was
intended?

•

Is the decoration (if any) suitable for its
purpose?

•

Do you like its appearance?

•

How would you make it by yourself?

What is its value for:
•

those who have made it?

•

those who have used it?

•

those who have preserved it?

•

you?

•

the museum ?

•

the collectors?
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Necessary
additional
inquiry
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Production

Questions

SITES OF MEMORY

TSAREVGRAD TARNOV – THE GLORY OF ASSENEVTSI
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THEORETICAL BLOCK
When does history “revive”? How is it possible “to experience” the past? Is the modern museum
able to offer its visitors an open dialogue with the past? Seeking answers to these and many other questions we look at the opportunities that provides a Multimedia visitor center “Tsarevgrad Tarnov”56.
Its opening on February 16, 2013 has become a cultural event not only for the inhabitants of the
old capital and caused a lasting positive interest nationwide.
In the exhibition halls, occupying an area of 870 sq. m., on two floors are located 28 silicone
sculptures of iconic personalities of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom. Particularly impressive are the
figures of King Kaloyan and King Ivan Assen II, with whose names is associated the greatness of
medieval Tarnovgrad. Their author is the sculptor Boris Borisov. The figures are natural in size. They
are made of plaster, silicone and polyester resin, but in public the center is known as “museum of wax
figures”.
In a unique and attractive way – the sculptures are among the compositions of frescoes, models, objects – the life of the medieval Bulgarian society is displayed. In front of the visitors the past
becomes “alive” and he/she “stands” to some of the most famous historical figures from that era –
king Kaloyan during his coronation of Pope Cardinal Leo, Emperor Baldwin of Flanders – a scene
of his capture after the Battle of Adrianople in 1205, king Ivan Assen II with his wife Irina Komnina
during an audience of Hungarian messenger surrounded by the patriarch and the boyars. Restorations
of building, of pottery workshop, historical scenes and numerous exhibits put new life into the king
and military glory of the dynasty of Assenevtsi, create a real vision of the manifestations of spirituality – the development of books of iconography, of charity.
The medieval atmosphere is “tightened” by special audio-visual lighting effects and sound, in
which are implicated motifs of original music of the ethno formation IRFAN.
For the enthusiastic fans of Clio, the muse of history, who wish to touch in detail the rich history of Tarnovgrad as a symbol of royalty, soldier's glory and spiritual power, the museum provides
modern technical equipment – a multimedia room for films and five touch screens information for the
Second Bulgarian Kingdom.
The created interactive museum environment provides various opportunities for active pedagogy. It is especially suitable for primary school students and junior high school, for which the road
to history, “built” on the power of art – visual, theatrical, musical – runs through the participation of
all the senses and ensures deep and lasting understanding of what happened in the past. The museum
space provides a “meeting” with new information – a universe in which each participant is involved
in a collective process in which there is an opportunity to independently see, hear, feel, do, i.e. to coexperience the glory of medieval Tarnovgrad.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wp3v0Bs9Oek, http://www.velikoturnovo.info/en/vosachni-figuri-veliko-tarnovo/ (last
checked on 26.02.2015)..
56
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PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Broaden the knowledge about the Second Bulgarian Kingdom during the Assenevtsi and
understand the place of Tarnovo in the history of Medieval Bulgaria.
2. Form the view of changes and continuity in socio-political and economic life of medieval
Bulgarians and the specifics of the main economic and cultural activities.
3. Develop the skills for extracting key information from visual sources and transforming it in
written and graphic forms.
4. Affirm attitudes of respect and protection of monuments of national cultural-historical heritage.
5. Develop skills for teamwork and taking responsibility for the performance of individual
tasks as part of the general agenda.
AIG: 12–14 years
TIME: 2 x 45 minutes

PRELIMINARY PREPARATION:
• The teacher visits previously the multimedia center and consults with the museum specia
lists for concrete ideas about independent activities of students. They specify the time and
the organization of the visit: the sequence of movement of students through the halls, the
places of the common activities, the tasks of museum specialists towards the independent
work of children.
• The teacher prepares the necessary materials for the lesson57.
ACTIVITIES:
Activity 1.
The beginning of the activities in the museum can be organized differently according to the main
idea of the teacher and the specificities of students audience (age, intellectual skills, psychological
characteristics). It is good if firstly the word is given to the museum specialist to “introduce” young
people in the unique way how the history of medieval Tarnovo is presented. If the visit is planned in
the form of a role-play, it is necessary the teacher and tour guide to synchronize their functions, so that
from the very beginning students to be involved in individual “experience” – travel in the “Time of
the Kings” – by performing cognitive tasks. It is very important the teacher explains the roles of the
various teams, the ways how the collection of information will be gathered in the course of independent research and the presentation of the final results.

57
The photos used are from the personal archive of the author. With gratitude for the cooperation of Mr. Ivan Tsarov, director
of the Regional History Museum,Veliko Tarnovo and for the technical assistance to Maria Zhelyazkova, a student at University “St. St.
Cyril and Methodius”.
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NECESSARY MATERIALS:
Worksheets; crayons; plasticine; flipchart; flipchart paper; images of the key museum exhibitions;
markers.

VELIKO TARNOVO – AN OPEN AIR MUSEUM

Activity 2.
Within the next 40 minutes the students, divided into teams, study the exhibitions of the museum.
Each student has a worksheet in which the tasks are organized in such a way as to allow the extraction
and processing of the maximum amount of information on a specific topic: The world of the boyars,
The world of the craftsmen, Military glory of the Bulgarians, The space of the artists. The titles of
worksheets and the tasks are exemplary, i.e. they can be changed or adapted according to the idea of
the teacher about the lesson. The aim here is to build on the knowledge learned in the classes of history and civilization, as students are provoked to creatively reflect, through the prism of his/her own
senses, the main topoi of the medieval past – places, events, personalities, framing the modern sense
of national belonging.
For the older students, for example in 8th grade, is presumed the cognitive tasks to be organized at the
level of “analysis – assessment – synthesis”. Opportunities are opened in the direction of the problems, targeting the contact zones of the civilizations, the opposition conflicts – contacts between East
and West, the specifics of feudalism, the role of Bulgaria as a center of Christianity, etc. It is advisable
to provide tasks for coding information by themselves from the Internet or the visit of the museum to
be realized within the project-based learning. The latter is an appropriate form of working with students from 11th grade.
Activity 3.
Based on information from the worksheets the teams can create posters, can prepare an oral presentation (with a speaker or a group presentation), to make a dialogue, play or pantomime. Presenting the
results of teamwork allows all students to pass through the exhibition of the museum. The forward
movement of the joint group and the changing roles in presenting information creates a kind of a dialogue between the artefacts and visitors, which has its internal dynamics on different levels of communication in which the teacher and museum experts are equal partners. They support the construction of
knowledge, ask clarification questions, complement and specify the statements of the students.
Summarizing the responses of the teams at the end of the lesson, the teacher creates a collage on flipcharts of selected images from compositions that displays the main message of the lesson.
Activity 4.
The debriefing session focuses on individual reception of the participants and “throws” a bridge to the
present and to the sites of memory, associated with the glory of Assenevtsi.
Possible questions for feedback:
• Which elements of the museum exhibition were the most interesting for you? Why?
• What from that you have seen in the museum complements your impressions of the visit of
Tsarevets fortress?
• Which elements of the “Time of the Kings” continue to exist today? What has changed in the
world around us? Are there things that you would like to be part of in your everyday life?
• What is important to preserve for the future?
• What would you do if you are the mayor of Tarnovo to save/update/promote the glory of the
medieval capital?
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
THE TIME OF THE KINGS – THE WORLD OF THE BOYARS
% TASK 1.
Step 1.
Find your composition among the exhibits of the
museum! Use as a guide the proposed image.

Step 3.
Look carefully at the outer appearance of the
central figures – clothes, shoes, hair-dresses.
– Make a list with all the elements that show their
status in the hierarchy in the Medieval society.
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………
……………..………………….……………….
– Pay attention to the objects that you don’t
know. Ask for help for their names the museum
expert.
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………
……………………………………………….…
Step 4.
Use the gathered information to complete and
color the drawing.
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Step 2.
What scene is presented?
…………………………………………………
Who are the participants?
…………………………………………………
What is the main color of the clothes of the personalities who are in the center of the composition? Why this color is chosen?
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………

% TASK 2.
To describe the world of the aristocrats, identify in the exhibition and explore the houses of the
boyars. Use as key elements the following words:
– Materials from which the houses are made
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………
– Furniture
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………
– Lighting
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………
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– Decoration
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………

% TASK 3.
Imagine that you live in the Medieval times. What advices would you give to your kids?

………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………

If you have questions – ask for help the museum expert!
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
THE TIME OF THE KINGS – THE WORLD OF THE CRAFTSMEN
% TASK 1.
Identify compositions, connected with the images in the table. Study the different crafts. Systematize the information according to the questions.
MAIN QUESTIONS
CRAFTS
(name)

What products/
objects are
produced?

What is the
material?

What kind of
instruments does the
master work with?

Where they are
used/what is their
purpose?

VELIKO TARNOVO – AN OPEN AIR MUSEUM

…………………

…………………

…………………

…………………
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% TASK 2.
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Draw and color the broken piece of the plate!

FOR THE CURIOUS ONES!
Which social groups of the medieval society used vessels of sgrafitto ceramics?
What specific technology is applied in the production of this type of pottery?

% TASK 3.
Describe one day of the life of ………………………
(a craft by your choice!)

………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………

If you have questions – ask for help the museum expert!
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
THE TIME OF THE KINGS – MILITARY GLORY OF THE BULGARIANS
% TASK 1.
Find your composition among the exhibits
of the museum! Use as a reference the given
image
DISCUSS:
•

What historical moment is presented?

•

Who are the key personalities?

•

Why this military victory is important for
the Bulgarian army?

COMMONALITIES:
1. ………………………………………………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………………………………………………
3. ………………………………………………………………………………………
4. ………………………………………………………………………………………
5. ………………………………………………………………………………………

DIFFERENCES:
1. ………………………………………………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………………………………………………
3. ………………………………………………………………………………………
4. ………………………………………………………………………………………
5. ………………………………………………………………………………………
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% TASK 2.
Compare the weapons of the two central figures. Find out the commonalities and the differences.

% TASK 3.
What kinds of weapons are used by the medieval Bulgarians? Make a separate study about this
section choosing three exhibits (by your choice).
Questions

WEAPONS

What is the material
of the weapon?
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How is the material
treated?

Which are the
elements of the
weapon?

What is the capacity
of the weapon?

Make a sketch
(drawing)

Identify the main characteristics of the medieval Bulgarian soldier!

If you have questions – ask for help the museum expert!
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
THE TIME OF THE KINGS – THE SPACE OF THE ARTISTS
% TASK 1.
Step 1.
Find your composition among the exhibits of
the museum! Use as a reference the given image.
Step 2.
Study, with the help of the museum expert,
how the medieval books are created.

•

What materials are used for writing during the Medieval times?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

•

How are books decorated?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

•

What distinguishes the writing of the first (initial) letters?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

•

How much time was necessary to create one book?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Do not miss the chance to ask for support the museum experts!
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Use as guidelines the following questions:

% TASK 2.
Use the information from the two documents to supplement new details about the process of
creating the medieval book.
Doc. 1.

		

Doc. 2.

The Gospel “... it was translated from the Greek words
in our Slavic speech and was presented to be seen; it
was overlaid with gold boards outside and inside it was
artistically decorated by artists with lively examples
of the Lord and of his glorious students (written) with
bright patterns and gold. “
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From: Praise of King Ivan Alexander, the London Gospel, 1356

Source: http://paisihilendarski.blogspot.com/p/
blog-page_6443.html (14.05.2015).

% TASK 3.
Imagine that you are on vacation in medieval Tarnovo. You decide to write a letter to your
parents in which you draw the first letter of your name according to the norms of that time.
Use as an example the presented model. More opportunities you can find here:
http://old.omda.bg/bulg/hystory/initials.html.

Letter В/V			
Orshanski gospel, 13th C.

Letter Г/G
Tomichov psalter, 1360
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SITES OF MEMORY

TSAREVETS OR HOW REMEMBERS THE LANDSCAPE58
THEORETICAL BLOCK

58
The first version of the work is published in the collective volume: Сб. Интердисциплинарен прочит на пейзажа. Фабер,
В. Търново, 2007, 117–125.
59
Манева, М., И. Манев. Аз съм тук. Книга за Е. Станев. Изд. на Отечествения фронт, 1990, 63.
60
The sites of memory and their usages from history are accents of the curricula for specialized training of History and civilization for 11th and 12th grades – see: Учебни програми, V част, КОО „Обществени науки, гражданско образование и религия“, МОН,
С., 2003, 63, 74, 77.
61
Учебни програми, IV част, КОО „Обществени науки, гражданско образование и религия“, МОН, С., 2004, 7.
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Tsarevets is a place where every Bulgarian has visited at least once in his/her life. The hill is one
of the Bulgarian symbols and typical site of memory according to the meaning the French historian
Pierre Nora puts in this concept. It is not a coincidence that it was among the most commented symbols in the campaign of selecting the image for the Bulgarian Euro. In fact, from a historical point of
view, there is nothing interesting on Tsarevets, the remainings are important for professional archaeologists. Tsarevets today is more a tourist attraction and emotion associated with our national memory.
In 1966 started the policy for its reconstruction and then was created the National Committee for development of Veliko Tarnovo. Emilian Stanev, a prominent Bulgarian writer, calls Tsarevets a “source
of national pride, pilgrimage place for Bulgarian people”59. That’s why the most important during the
visit of Tsarevets for the students is they to “experience” history and to feel it. If they are in secondary
school, the emphasis can be made on the sites of memory and its use for political purposes60. In this
case, the teacher should attract the attention of the students on the pyramid after the third gate, marking the proclamation of Bulgarian independence, and the occasion of its setting and the reason to build
it on the hill so late. Or around the questions why exactly is inscribed the reconstructed patriarchal
church in that way, was it possible to be operational, etc.
The proposed version of the lesson is prepared for 5th grade, where the curriculum pays special
attention to the medieval Tarnovo and provides as an expected result students can identify specific
monuments of the Old Bulgarian capital61. The developed material shows a model that can be used
also for any excursion with educational purpose. Very often when organizing such activities it is relied primarily on professional guides, whose lectures do not always play the required role or enter
adequately in the contents of the curriculum. On the other side, students usually do not pay enough
attention and fail to filter out and remember the basic meaningful accents. It is necessary in such cases
the teacher in advance to consider what is most important and to establish appropriate educational
situations that facilitate and structure the observation and the subsequent analysis. During the visit of
the hill a worksheet (proposed in the first part of this guide) prepared by UNESCO and adopted for
the mentioned age can be used.

PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Learn about the structure, location and functioning of the medieval capital Tarnovo.
2. Understand the dynamic interaction of man-nature in utilizing the space.
3. Develop basic skills for the use of project method in education.
AGE: 12–14 years
DURATION: 2 x 45 minutes
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NECESSARY MATERIAL:
• sheets А4 and pens;
• camera/s;
• multimedia or overhead projector.
PRELIMIRAY PREPARATION:
• The teacher prepares the worksheets, chooses the sites that will be observed by the students
and selects different images of the studied sites (old photographs, plans of the buildings
found during archeological excavations, maps, etc.).
• The students review what they have studied about the specificity of the different sources of
history and contentwise about the beginning of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom.
ACTIVITIES:
The first class is held on Tsarevets. If this is not possible, the teacher shows photographs with the
multimedia or with the overhead projector. An interesting effect would occur if during the visit the
students have made their own photos or drawings and use them in the analysis during the second class.
1. Stage: Observation
Students are divided in 3-4 groups. They receive the task to first observe the panorama view from
the entrance of Tsarevets and then to focus their attention on the following sites: the main gate of the
fortress, the patriarchal church, the Baldwin tower (and/or the “Forty Martyrs” church), following the
provided algorithm. For homework everyone has to write a text describing what they have observed
on 2 pages.
Optional: Interactive technique: “RALLY”
• Preliminary preparation: the teacher prepares maps, divides the class in groups and marks
the sites, on which the study will be focused.
• Guidelines for the group work:
a) Examine carefully the appearance of the selected architectural sites. Try to find information about their purpose and history.
b) Are there signs on the building, giving information about it?
c) Conduct 3 interviews with passersby or people working at the sites, which will help
clarify their purpose.
d) Preset the results of your research to the other groups in an original way.
The last part of the task can be done at home or within the class of Fine arts with the support of the
Fine arts teacher. The expected results here are paintings, posters and other images to be produced
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in which the ability of children to “create fantasy images by combining and processing of visual elements of real sites, spaces and situations”62 becomes visible.
2. Stage: Description
The description is an important element in the process of work of perceiving and analyzing of each image. Practice shows that it is often missed by the teachers and they go directly to the analysis without
being convinced that students really have seen everything. The description may not always be strictly
differentiated, often it happens in flows in the other two stages, given the fact that the perception is
also individual.
3. Stage: Analysis
The main emphasis in the second class is put on how the appearance of the hill is changed over the
centuries. In order to manage to identify the evolution, after checking the homework, students work in
the same groups within 10 minutes (Worksheet 1). They should examine and compare old and modern
photographs, plans of the buildings found during archaeological excavations and other documents
aiming to identify the reasons for the changes in the appearance of the observed landscape. Some of
these changes may be related simply to the change of perspective, lighting, season. A creative task
of continuous writing within 10 minutes will focus students’ attention on the temporal dimension of
revealed evolution and will allow the teacher to assess how its graduates navigate in the historical eras
and locate chronologically separate specificities in lifestyle of the people of that time.

The analysis of the toponymy has also important role. The selected number of sites allows to be discussed with the entire class the names of the Baldwin Tower, Assen neighborhood, Steep rock, Tsarevets. It is possible to discuss the general question: Why the neighborhood under the Baldwin Tower
was called until recently “Frenk-Hisar”? And if at that time there lived foreign merchants, and now
– the today's “others”, members of the Turkish minority, can we say that the landscape “remembers”?
Here very carefully and according to the age of the students, the teacher can clarify which places science today calls sites of memory and why. Thus logically the time leads to the question of the final
discussion: Why Tsarevets is among the most visited of all Bulgarians places?
Options for homework:
a) for 5th–6th grades:
• Analyze with the help of the distributed worksheets (Worksheet 2) the excerpts of the novel of
Emilian Stanev Antichrist and make illustration based on them.
• Make a reconstruction project of Tsarevets. How it would look like? Present the results of your
work on a drawing or a poster.
b) for 7th–8th grades:
Make a reconstruction project of Tsarevets. Accompany your proposal with financial one. Address
it to an institution, funding the preservation of the cultural-historical heritage and argument your ideas.

62

Учебни програми, VI част, КОО „Изкуства“, МОН, С., 2004,. 34.
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% TASK
Imagine how Tsarevets looked like in 1380, 1780 and 1980.
(A more provocative option: Try to sense the sounds and smells under the Steep rock at 12 a.m.
in 1380, 1780 and 1980).

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
№1
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Photo 2

Photo 1

Photo 3

Ph. 1 – Proclamation of independence,
Tsarevets, 1908
Ph. 2 – Tsarevets in the winter
Ph. 3 – Tsarevets – sound and lights
Ph. 4 – Tsarevets during summer day

Photo 4
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
№2

Doc.2, p. 10
Such mental distress I have experienced later, when I first found myself with my mother out of
Tsarevgrad and then we went back through the back door with a drawbridge over the abyss. Then by
God scope, I, the little man, felt pressed by the terrible jagged walls, the towers, the iron-bound doors,
the high narrow buildings to the giant heap sticking to the sky with colorful roofs and multicolored
painted walls, like a giant prison, where we were locked with the world demons by the magical villain
– the Satan. And taking the mother's hand and pressing it, I wanted to scream and run away.
Questions and tasks to the texts:
1. Name who is the author of the texts and whether he/she is a direct witness of the described
landscape.
2. Set date of the landscape. Which epoch (what century) is concerned? Highlight in red those
words and phrases in the texts that help you determine the epoch.
3. Underline in blue the passages that describe the landscape of Tsarevets.
4. Compare the attitude of the author to the old capital, reflected in the two excerpts. How the
mood in the first excerpt distinguishes from the second?
5. Draw an illustration to one of the texts that convey the feelings of the author as closely as
possible.
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Emilian Stanev, Antichrist, Bulgarian writer, Sofia, 1970 (in Bulgarian)
Doc.1, pp. 8–9
I am a son of Todor Samohod, royal painter, and I was baptized with the secular name Enyo,
and my mother, Prepiya was from Ohrid. Our house was situated below the Patriarchate, and from the
moment I separated myself from the world and exclaimed: “I am!” – I witnessed many events in the
royal palace and in the patriarchal clergy that I did not understand then, but I remembered ...
I will always remember how from the window of our home for the first time I saw the blue roof
of the palace with the two banners, the red tops of the towers behind them, through Yantra, the new
monasteries. The day was sunny, the melted snow foamed and glistened on the blue tiles and the red
tops of the watchtower reminded my father’s Kuman hat that he had when making the icons ...
That winter was full of miracles. From the window I watched avidly flocks of crows and black
rugged-wing eagles hovering over churches, palaces and towers – morning and evening I was listening to the roar of the clappers and the roar of Yantra and I was mostly fascinated by the Patriarchal bell
above the top, where over belfry were sparkling the reflections of the great gold-plated cross.

SITES OF MEMORY

SAMOVODSKA CHARSHIA
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THEORETICAL BLOCK
Samovodska charshia/bazaar (today’s street “G. S. Rakovski”) is one of the most picturesque
places in Veliko Tarnovo. In the 19th century, when the city stands as an important administrative and
economic center, the bazaar takes over the function of the main business “artery”, which space is filled
by numerous groceries, shoe makers’, blacksmiths’ and other craftsmen’s workshops, shops and inns.
Along with the progress of crafts like the ones of the coppersmiths, tailors, furriery, goat’s-hair
rugs makers etc., in the second half of the 19th century in Tarnovo are established the first factories –
for silk, alcohol, vinegar, paper, soap and more. One of the first and largest companies is the one of
Stefan Karagyozov. Factory produces “thin flour, grain alcohol, roasted cocoons and silk” 63.
The goods of local artisans are sold to markets in Romania, Russia and Germany, and part of
Tarnovo traders have their offices in Manchester, Vienna and Bucharest. Because of the analogy with
the major markets and the turbulence caused by crowding of people and goods, especially in autumn
market days, the contemporaries of the Renaissance called Tarnovo “the dry port”.
“The memory” of the street today is supported by several studios of master craftsmen who work
with authentic production technologies, as well as from numerous souvenir shops and antiques, complementing to the street space. With all its architectural design Samovodska charshia embodies the
living link between the past and the present and as “an open air museum” provides rich opportunities
for education and forming of positive attitudes towards tradition.
“The lessons” at Samovodska charshia is an opportunity to “experience” of the New times of
the Bulgarians. The study of the street allows “immersion” in the processes of the Bulgarian Revival
and reflecting of the spaces, altered and changing the daily life of people in the 19th century. Visiting
the different crafts practiced in the workshops of the bazaar creates a good basis for understanding the
intercultural communication of the Bulgarian Renaissance society. Tracking the changes in the landscape of the shopping street, available as educational activities with students from 5th and 6th grades,
for secondary stage of education can be linked with the processes of evolution and sustainability,
conflict and contact in the spaces of “own” and “foreign”, supporting the formation of historical consciousness and national identity of Bulgarians during the Renaissance. According to the curriculum
suitable for visiting the bazaar are topics related to everyday life of the Bulgarians during the Revival
(6th and 11th grades) or with the life in the Balkans and the Europeanization of the Bulgarians in the 19th
century (9th grade). The educational trips in the revival part of the city are very suitable as a means of
developing observation and historical description skills in 5th and 6th grades.

Янков, Т. Старата столица. (Спомени, 1939). – Търново през погледа на дедите ни, http://starotarnovo.ucoz.com/ (last
checked on 18.05.2015).
63
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THE TIME OF THE CRAFTSMEN
PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Acquire knowledge for the development of the Bulgarian material civilization in the time of
the Renaissance.
2. Code and decode characters and symbols in environment of visual information and communication, and transform information from one kind to another.
3. Discover the meaning of historical information in processing of different sources and present
students’ own understanding of that meaning by constructing short oral and written texts.
4. Find keywords in verbal information and make an oral description according to them.
5. Formulate interview questions by themselves.
6. Recognize the different sources of local history and develop collaboration skills with the
cultural institutions.
AGE: 12–14 years
DURATION: 3 x 45 minutes

ACTIVITIES:
“THE RENAISSANCE AND THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY” MUSEUM
The activity in the museum makes it possible to combine a guided tour with private research by the
students. For this purpose, the class is divided into groups. Each group has the task of collecting information for a craft practiced by the local craftsmen. Teacher deliberately choses such objects of the
museum exhibition64, the treatment of which can be observed in craftsmen work places at Samovodska charshia.
Each student receives a working package with documents, working tasks and structure for their implementation. During the activity in the museum is used Worksheet №1.
AT SAMOVODSKA CHARSHIA
The teacher suggests to the students to walk together through the old shopping street of Tarnovo. He/
she has previously selected and printed enlarged copies (format A/4) of old photographs of the bazaar,
thus illustrating in details the information about the existed inns, shops, crafts places and lively trade
activities.
Step 1.
To affirm the new learning by the visit to the museum is used the first part of the task 1 of Worksheet
2. Within up to 5–6 minutes students complete the box “I KNOW” from the table. The teacher summarizes the answers, explains the purpose of visiting the bazaar and explains the specific tasks to be
performed.
64
In the appendix are used photos from the Regional History Museum – Veliko Tarnovo, photos of the author and photos
from the publications in the blog of S. Radulov: In “Tarnovo – on the threads of the past” (in Bulgarian) http://radulov.blog.bg/
turizam/2008/12/10/v-tyrnovo-po-nishkite-na-minaloto.264120 (last checked on 15.05.2015).
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NECESSARY MATERIALS:
Work packages with documents; А/4 sheets; pens.

Step 2.
Students are divided into groups, as during the work in the museum. The purpose of the visit in craftsmen workshops is to follow the stages of production activity “live”, to “experience” the creation an
object and to reflect on the cost of manual labor. The information is obtained based on an interview
with the master composed by the students. For this purpose, they fill the second column of the table
(“I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW”).
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Possible questions:
• Since when the craft is practiced?
• What kinds of skills are necessary?
• How are they obtained?
• Whether the craft is a family tradition, desired profession or a hobby?
• What is produced?
• What material is needed?
• How is delivered the raw material?
• What is the purpose of the manufactured items?
• What changes have occurred in this craft today, etc.
Step 3.
Students independently decide how to conduct the interviews – to choose a spokesman of the group
to lead the conversation or every student to have the opportunity to pose one question to the master.
During the interview students take notes, which after its end are discussed and every student fills in
the last column of the table, “I HAVE LEARNED”.
Step 4.
After the interviews at craftsmen workshops the class reunites. The teacher gives instructions how
the results of the research will be presented and explains the criteria how the presentations will be
assessed.
Criteria for presentation assessment:
1. Amount and quality of the collected information;
2. Truthful and correct presentation of the facts;
3. Attracting the attention of the audience skills;
4. Uniqueness of the presentation;
5. Keeping the presentation time – 10 minutes.
IN THE CLASSROOM
The third lesson gives opportunity to systematize and summarize the knowledge of the students, related to the economic development of the Bulgarians in the Renaissance based on the research about
the developments of the crafts in Tarnovo.
The tasks of Worksheet 3 add to the activities in the class, special attention is paid to presenting the
results of the visits to museums and Samovodska charshia. It is recommended the task to be implemented as an individual work that is given as homework and allows the teacher to assess the level of
understanding of the meaning of gained historical information mastered by the students.
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №1
THE GROUP OF THE MASTERS-GUNSMITHS
% TASK 1.
See the objects of the photography.

 Which craft they are connected to?
................................................................................................
 Find out their place in the exhibition of the museum.

% TASK 2.
Indicate on the timeline what weapons were produced by the masters-gunsmiths in these centuries.

ХVІІІ

ХІX
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What other kind of guns/weapons were produced?
.................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
.................................................................................................
.................................................................................................

% TASK 3.
While listening to the talk of the expert, find out what changes occurred in the development of
the craft in the different periods. Write down the most distinctive innovations in the table. Use
the following questions:
• What material are the weapons made from?
• How is this material treated?
• What are the key elements in the structure of the weapon?
• What is its capacity?

Period/
indicators

Mediaeval
tradition

18th C.

19th C.

20th C.

Material
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Way of treatment

Elements of the
device

Purpose

% TASK 4.
Try to „feel“ the smells in the craftsman workshop. Identify and classify the noises/sounds that
you think are heard in the armory.
Smells
................................................................................................................................................................
Noises/sounds
.................................................................................................................................................................
% TASK 5.
Task 5. Imagine that you are a gunsmith and you live in the 19th C. What sign will you put on a
sword that you have forged? Explain why.
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №2
% TASK 1.
Compose a complete description of the particular craft. Compare the information on the
craftsman production obtained from the history lessons and the visit to the museum with the
specific impressions from the craftsman workshop.
For the purpose:
 Write down everything you know in the first column of the table (column „I KNOW“).

 In the second column of the table (column “I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN”) write down any
questions that you would like to receive answers from the master craftsman.
I KNOW

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN

I HAVE LEARNED
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NOTES
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% TASK 2.
Make an interview with the craftsman.

 Look carefully at the workshop. Reread the questions that you would like to ask the master.
 Discuss them with the other group members.
 Pick main issues and compose an interview to get an overall idea of the craft related to the
production of weapons. Write the questions consistently in the designated space.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE INTERVIEW
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
% TASK 3.
Compare the assumed sounds and smells about the craftsman workshop in the museum with
the concrete observations. If necessary, consult with the master craftsman. Note the new data.
Smells
................................................................................................................................................................
Noises/sounds
.................................................................................................................................................................
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №1
GROUP OF THE CRAFTSMEN – COPPERSMITHS AND POTTERS

% TASK 1.
Look at the objects from the photograph.

 Which crafts are they connected to?

...............................................................................

% TASK 2.
Indicate on the timeline what household items were produced by the craftsmen in those centuries.

ХVІІІ

ХІX
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 Find their place in the museum exhibition.
What other household items were produced?
...............................................................................
...............................................................................
...............................................................................
...............................................................................

% TASK 3.
While listening to the talk of the expert, find out what changes occurred in the development of
the craft in the different periods. Write down the most distinctive innovations in the table. Use
the following questions:
• What material are the items for the household made from?
• How is the material treated?
• What is the purpose of individual items? What are their names?
• What decorations are used?
Period/
indicators

Mediaeval
tradition

18th C.

19th C.

20th C.

Material
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Way of treatment

Purpose

Decoration

% TASK 4.
Try to “feel” the smells in the pottery workshop. Identify and classify the noises that you think
are heard there.
Smells
................................................................................................................................................................
Noises/sounds
.................................................................................................................................................................
% TASK 5.
Task 5. Imagine that you are a master craftsman in the 19th C. You receive an order from the
local boyars to prepare a special vessel for Midhad Pasha for his visit in Tarnovo. What would
be your choice?
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №2
% TASK 1.
Compose a complete description of the
particular craft. Compare the information on
the craftsman production obtained from the
history lessons and the visit to the museum
with the specific impressions from the
craftsman workshop.

For the purpose:
  Write down everything you know in the first column of the table (column „I KNOW“).  



I KNOW

I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN

NOTES
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I HAVE LEARNED
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In the second column of the table (column “I WOULD LIKE TO LEARN”) write down any
questions that you would like to receive answers from the master craftsman.

% TASK 2.
Make an interview with the craftsman.

 Look carefully at the workshop. Reread the questions that you would like to ask the master.
 Discuss them with the other group members.
 Pick main issues and compose an interview to get an overall idea of the craft related to the
production of production of pottery. Write the questions consistently in the designated space.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE INTERVIEW
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
% TASK 3.
Compare the assumed sounds and smells about the craftsman workshop in the museum with
the concrete observations. If necessary, consult with the master craftsman. Note the new data.
Smells
................................................................................................................................................................
Noises/sounds
.................................................................................................................................................................
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №3
COMMON TASKS FOR THE TWO GROUPS:
% TASK
At the other side of the name of each craftsman write down the product or service that is
related to the production activities.
Tick with the following sign Ä those names which refer to the crafts practiced in Tarnovo during18th–
19th C., with the sign Æ – those who have not been popular in the city and with the sign  – the names
of the craftsmen who can be seen today at Samovodska charshia.




Are there names that are not linked to the particular production activity?
...................................................................................................................................................
What other crafts you can point out?
..................................................................................................................................................
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....................................................................................................................
○ shoemaker
....................................................................................................................
○ knitter		
○ trousers maker ....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
○ weigher		
.....................................................................................................................
○ blacksmith		
.....................................................................................................................
○ cafe keeper
.....................................................................................................................
○ barber		
.....................................................................................................................
○ carder		
.....................................................................................................................
○ greengrocer
.....................................................................................................................
○ goldsmith		
○ confectioner .....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
○ braid maker
.....................................................................................................................
○ carter		
.....................................................................................................................
○ glazier		
.....................................................................................................................
○ gunsmith		
○ goat's-hair rugs maker................................................................................................................
○ basket-maker .....................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
○ founder		
.....................................................................................................................
○ falconer		
○ bell-founder .....................................................................................................................
○ coppersmith .....................................................................................................................
○ packsaddle maker.....................................................................................................................

% TASK
Compare the trade at Samovodska charshia in the early 20th C. and today. Use the following
questions:
– What products are offered?
– Who is selling?
– Who are the buyers?
Present your opinion in the form of a short dialogue, imagining “walking in the shoes” of the
characters of the photographs.
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Photo 1.

Photo 2.
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% TASK
Walk alone along the Samovodska charshia. Study the buildings, filling the tasks of the following
graphic organizer. Based on the collected data and the lessons write two pages (small format)
written description (letter to a friend, a page from a diary), which recreates the impressions of
Samovodska charshia through your eyes of a foreign tourists.
Sites

Tasks/questions

Tasks/interview

1. Which is the building?
....................................................
2. When is it built? (By whom?)

Do you know this building?
..................................................

................................................. What do you know about it?

Own questions for the
1. Which is the building?
..................................................... interview
2. When is it built? (By whom?) ................................................
.................................................. ................................................
................................................. .................................................
.................................................
................................................
3. What was its purpose?
................................................... .................................................
................................................... .................................................
................................................
What makes it special?
................................................
- size
................................................
.....................................................
................................................
- architectural style
.................................................
..................................................... .................................................
.................................................
- other specificities
..................................................... .........................................
.................................................. .........................................
.........................................
How is it used today?
........................................
..................................................... ........................................
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..................................................... ..................................................
..................................................
What was its purpose?
..................................................
.....................................................
....................................................
Have you been inside?
What makes it special?
What was
- size
interesting for you?
..................................................... ..................................................
..................................................
- architectural style
..................................................... .................................................
..................................................
- other specificities
.................................................
..................................................... ............................................
.................................................. ............................................
............................................
How is it used today?
............................................
.....................................................
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Own questions for identifying
the building?
......................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
......................................................
.....................................................
..................................................
.................................................
.................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
......................................................
..................................................
.................................................
.................................................
......................................................

Personal notes of the observer:
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Tasks/interview
1. Do you know this building?
..................................................
2. What do you know about it?
..................................................
..................................................
..................................................
..................................................
..................................................
.................................................
..................................................
..................................................
3. Do you go there?
..................................................
4. Why do you visit it?
..................................................
..................................................
..................................................
..................................................
..................................................

“BIOGRAPHY” OF A STREET
PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
• Reflect on the street as an available public space and a place of everyday life in different
historical eras.
• Format an idea of the changes and the continuity in the architecture and economic functions
of the street in the overall structure of the city in the era of modernity.
• Develop skills for collecting basic information from the material, written, visual and oral
testimonies (architectural objects, inscriptions, photographs, oral history interviews).
• Acquire basic skills for an oral history interview as a means of gathering information in
studying of the past.
• Develop communication skills and interact with “others” in the space of the street.
AGE: 12–14 years
DURATION: 3 x 45 minutes

PRELIMIRAY PREPARATION:
• The teacher selects appropriate sites located along the main street (in this case – today’s
street “Stefan Stambolov”). He/she visits the Regional History Museum and consults with
a specialist the necessary resources – old photographs, plans of the buildings, descriptions
of the contemporaries, etc., illustrating the history of the street. He/she prepares worksheets
for every student.
• Students search in Internet images related to the history of Veliko Tarnovo in 19th–20th C.
(old photographs of buildings, maps, monuments) and index two documents reflecting sites
of memory, events and everyday stories, related to the life of the main street.
The index-cards are made
according the following criteria given by the teacher a
week in advance:

Image ..................................................
Author..................................................
Website ...............................................
Annotation (description of the
document)
............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................
............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................
...................................................
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NECESSARY MATERIALS:
Worksheets; map of Veliko Tarnovo (or enlarged copy of the studied district); working maps for the
students (copies); flipchart; flipchart paper; laptop; multimedia; markers.

FIRST LESSON
Activity 1. Brainstorming
In the beginning of the lesson the teacher writes in the middle of the board the name of the city/town/
village where the students live, proposing to list the names of all the streets they know.
The received answers are written fan-like around the name of the location.
Activity 2. Group work
The class is divided in 3-4 groups which in 3 minutes select the gathered information about the names
of the streets.
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% TASK
Read carefully the list with the streets’ names in our city and try to group them by certain criteria you have chosen. After you have determined the groups, name them with a key word.
Possible questions for discussion:
 Whose names most streets are named after?
 Why?
Students are expected to find that the names of the streets are associated with names of historical
figures, names of cities, important events, etc.
The teacher explains that the names of the streets most often are linked with history. They are a
sign of the official historical memory of the local and national community. Street names provide information about which historical events and personalities are considered important in the corresponding
historical period. Therefore, these names are also changing, as is changing their appearance, created
by the architecture of the buildings and their occupants.
The streets have their “biographies” as humans. They are also “read” and written by professional
researchers or amateurs.
Motivated by the theme of the lesson and the specific tasks to be implemented during the next
lessons every student can write the “biography” of his/her street.
Activity 3. Work in pairs
The next activity is connected with task 1 from the Worksheet.
% TASK
Study the map and mark the following places on the worksheet:
1. The start and the end of “Stefan Stambolov” street.
2. Some of the significant public buildings.
3. Cultural monuments situated on the street or in the neighborhood.
4. Object about which you would like to learn more (by choice).
During the following discussion the teacher adds, systematizes and summarizes the data provided by the students. On the board/flipchart he/she writes down a general list of architectural and
historical sites.
On prepared enlarged map of the old town of Veliko Tarnovo (the map can be presented with a
multimedia projector) the teacher marks with appropriate signs the chosen sites.
Option: According to the level of work the students’ working maps can be prepared (photocopies,
format A/4), which students can complete independently under the directions of the teacher. In this
way, their orientation when reading of map images is improved.
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The teacher draws students’ attention to task 2 of the Worksheet 1 and gives directions on its
implementation at home.
The task is associated with the identification of architectural objects from old photographs65.
The photos represent part of today’s street “Stefan Stambolov” pictured from a different position in
different historical time.
For this purpose, students must conduct interviews with elderly relatives or neighbors, and with
their help decode the buildings marked with numbers by the teacher.
Activity 4. Interview
% TASK
Ask your elderly relatives or acquaintances:
1. How was the street named when they were children (30s-40s or 50s-60s of 20th C.)? Has the
name changed after that? When?
2. What are the marked objects?
3. When are the changes made? What are they related to?
4. Students can use as a “joker” sources found in Internet.

The next two hours take place outside school, “in the field“ near the place where the old photographs
from Worksheet 1 (from the Monument of the hanged to the square “Velchova zavera”).
Activity 1. „Traces hunters“
The students are divided in groups of 4-5 persons. The groups walk from the beginning (or the end)
of the street to the place where the activity will take place. The teacher explains that the students will
enter into the role of “hunters of traces”. Each group receives different task:
The first group: observes the colors of the buildings according to their purpose (for living, trade, food,
etc.) and formulates conclusion about “the character” of the street.
The second group: observes the signs, tables of the buildings and titles, build-boards and advertisements (language, color, and message) and formulates conclusion about “the language” of the street.
The third group: studies the correlation of the types of buildings (private – public), their architectural
and artistic appearance and makes conclusion about “the nature” of the street.
The forth group: observes the pedestrians and the vehicles and makes conclusion about “the fashion”
of the street.
The aim is each of the groups to collect as many as possible “traces” through which to present its
specific aspect of the street’s space. Thus a more consistent perception of the current situation of the
street is received.
Activity 2. „Construction“ of a biography
The implementation of the previous task creates the necessary context that allows comparison with
“the changes” in the life of the street in different eras. The presentation of homework done “on the
scene” is usually associated with emotional experience in identifying changes and continuity in the
65
The photos used are from the personal archive of Todorka Mocheva, former teacher of History and civilization in the Old
capital high school of economics – V. Tarnovo, album of Rosen Petkov, personal archive of the author and the photos of Toni Petrov –
http://obionetr17.free.bg/index.html (last consulted on 13.08.2008)
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SECOND LESSON

architectural appearance of the street “St. Stambolov” and the related street “G. S. Rakovski” (on the
photos is well seen the beginning of Samovodska charshia).
Activity 3. „Rally“
To reflect on the dyad time-space and to “feel” “the rhythm” in the historical life of the street, the
teacher distributes to the students a second Worksheet and offers them to make a short „rally“ around
the place where they are located. Part of the students must go to the monument “Mother Bulgaria”,
and others – to the square in front of Tsarevets. For this purpose, is used the strategy of the same name
“RALLY”. The groups can keep their previous teams or to form new ones. Each of them visits minimum 3 sites.
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Options:
First group: Military club, The monument of the hanged, the Old post office
Second group: Monument “Mother Bulgaria”, University of Veliko Tarnovo – Department of Fine
arts, the House with the monkey
Third group: Square “Velchova zavera”, The monument of Nikola Piccolo, the Renaissance and the
Constituent Assembly Museum
Forth group: The monument of Stefan Stambolov, Chitalishte“Nadezhda”, Art high school “St. St.
Cyril and Methodius”
In this case, all students perform the same task related to the collection of information about the sites
of memory or public buildings specified by the teacher.
Students should pay attention to certain indicators, which can be useful in the process of “making a
passport” of the sites:
• Name of the site;
• Purpose;
• Time of creation;
• Architectural features (style, material, size, details);
• Current condition.
The collected data are entered in the Worksheet after seeking information on the building, for example
signs, plaques, etc. The group must conduct at least three interviews with passersby, visitors or employees of the respective site with whom to specify the information.
The students are provided with technological time to systematize and prepare for presentation the results of the fieldwork. The teacher motivates them to use previously collected information or to seek
additional resources in Internet.
It is recommended that the presentation of the results is organized in a separate, third lesson. Suggested
titles: “Biography” of the main street; “Geography” of memory; The history of the street becomes
alive; We and the Street in time.
Through the foreseen activity are identified “sites of memory”, is visualized the “geography” of the
“official” history, stored in the space of the Main street in Veliko Tarnovo. Each route is presented by
the teams/or their spokespersons within 5 minutes. Teams are expected to support their presentation
with “visual” arguments or oral testimonies collected during the “Rally” strategy.
In the final discussion the students’ attention is directed towards understanding the sites of memory
as “keys” through which to (re-)construct the official story (“biography”) of the city center (the Main
Street) of Veliko Tarnovo.
For homework (it is done in the following one month) the students prepare an independent project on
the theme “The biography of my street”.
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №1
First step: Current data about the street 66
% Task:

Study the map and mark:

1. ...............................................................................................
...................................................................................................

2. Does the street have public buildings?

2. ...............................................................................................
...................................................................................................

3. Does it have cultural monuments?

3. ...............................................................................................
...................................................................................................

4. Site/Object, about which you would like
to learn more? (personal choice)

4. ..................................................................................................
................................................................................................

More cartographic information on: http://www.bgmaps.com/link/7420E4E74F865F02960226A0DB184D80;
http://wikimapia.org; https://www.google.bg/maps (last checked on15.05.2015).
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1. Where does the street start and end?

Second step: Historical data about the street (homework)
% Task:
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Ask elderly relatives of yours or
other elderly acquaintances:
1. How the street was named when
they were children (in the 30s-40s
or 50-60 of 20th C.)? Has the name
changed after that? When?

1. .......................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
..........................................
..........................................
..........................................

2. Which of the marked sites
can be identified with the help
of the memories of the elderly
generation?

2. ......................................
...........................................
...........................................
..........................................
..........................................
..........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................

3. When changes have been done?
What are they connected to? Which
of the sites are still preserved in the
landscape of the city today?

3. ......................................
...........................................
...........................................
..........................................
..........................................
..........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
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WORKSHEET №2
„RALLY“ in VELIKO TARNOVO
І group:
Find on the map the following sites in the central and old part of the city:
…………………………………………………………………………………….….………..............
……………………………………………………………………………………………….................
Complete the following tasks:
1. Write all the information the site shows about its purpose now, about the architectural style,
for the time of building, about the functions, using tables with information, plagues, etc.
2. Interview at least two passersby about the usage of the building, its history, whether it had
other functions before, who has built it, when is it built.
3. Note the results in the table below.
Who has built
it?

For what
purposes?

Information
about the site

Information
from the
interviews

4. Present the results in an original way to the other groups.
5. Be on time! We count on you!
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Function
today

Other
information
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When is the
building built?

S I T E S O F E V E R Y D AY L I F E

MALE AND FEMALE SPACES IN VELIKO TARNOVO
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THEORETICAL BLOCK
The binary opposition male – female is one of the fundamental relations of human thinking. It
sets the symbolic order of organization of our social world – from the social roles in the family and
the division of labor to the structuring of time and space. The actual allocation of space based on the
mythical picture of the world establishes unwritten taboos, thanks to which the set by them asymmetry
in the male and female spaces remains unchanged for centuries.
As site of memory, the museum carries in time the existing social practices and through a system
of representations of the living human experience from the past justifies the present social perceptions, i.e. reflects our present identity. On the other hand, as an institution which aim is to pass on to
the younger generation not only scientific knowledge but also social experience, the school continues
to be one of the main factors that significantly affect the reproduction of the existing symbolic order.
Namely through the position of a factor of socialization of the new generations, the modern educational institution, and in particular history teaching should offer young people a more multidimensional
reading of the past, in which the discourse of everyday life allows reflection of the many-sided human
interactions.
The implementation of the gender approach in getting acquainted with the cultural heritage of
the birthplace and interpretation of the past is a modern tool that allows thematizing of sustainable
gender stereotypes, reflecting the existing asymmetry between the sexes in the fields of contemporary
politics, economics, culture and space of interpersonal relationships. In this direction in front of the
heritage education new opportunities are opened for interdisciplinary synthesis and broadening the
directions of education for European citizenship as a multifaceted system for social training of young
people.
The proposed activities are designed on the basis of regressive chronological approach, i.e. the
chosen direction is from modernity to the past. This approach should not be taken as binding, but only
as an exemplary option. In the concrete case is set the idea that exploring a nearby world will enable
young people to quickly identify the processes of evolution and sustainability of everyday life and
mentality of the Bulgarian from the era of modernity, and in this way, will enable for reflection on
gender stereotypes in the context of contemporary social relations and values.
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PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Understand the social roles of men and women through the prism of contemporary projections for emancipation and gender inequalities.
2. Reflection of male-female relation in the traditional organization of space by decoding the
signs and symbols of “male” and “female” routes in everyday life of the modern city.
3. Understand the difference in the intended use of the various characters and symbols, which
are used in fashion as a means of visual information and communication.
4. Form attitudes of equality and overcome gender stereotypes in everyday life as an element
of contemporary European citizenship.
AGE: 12–16 years
DURATION: 2 x 45 minutes

ACTIVITIES:
FIRST LESSON
This lesson can be conducted in class or in a suitable place outside the classroom – in the schoolyard,
in the park, in the Municipal Children Complex, etc.
Activity 1.
The teacher divides the class into teams (4-5 people, according to the total number of students) that
receive city maps and sheet A/4.
% TASK
Look at the map of Veliko Tarnovo and decide which are the most visited public places in our
city. Make a list as you try to sort objects according to specified by the members of the group
criteria. Choose three places that you think are most frequently visited by the citizens of Veliko
Tarnovo.
The spokespersons present and defend the choices of the groups. All suggestions are written on an A/3
sheet (on the board/poster if the session is held at the school). The aim of the following discussion is
to agree on ranking a list of public places that are part of everyday life of the modern citizen. Sites of
interest become the first four or five objects according to the number of the teams.
Activity 2.
The teacher suggests to discuss the chosen sites through “the lens” of the gender approach.
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NECESSARY MATERIALS:
• maps of the city;
• worksheets;
• paper А/4 and А/3; flipchart paper;
• pens, pencils, colorful pencils, rubbers;
• scissors, glue, scotch tape;
• camera.

% TASK
Look at the map of Veliko Tarnovo.
1. Make a route that includes at least three public places mainly visited by men/women.
2. Compare your selection of sites with the initial list done by the group, and composed by
the class. Do they overlap? If there are differences, how do you explain them?
Possible questions for discussion:




According to you, can we distinguish the public places as “male” and “female” space? Find
arguments.
Are there places that are visited on daily basis predominantly by men? What about others
that are visited mostly by women?
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In summary the teacher emphasizes that our social world largely remains androcentrically organized.
Gender stereotypes related to the social roles of men and women at home and in family life, in the
labor market and in public sector presuppose gender asymmetry in the organization of time and space.
Although equality of the sexes is legally regulated, in the social practice there are examples of violation of the rights of women.
The discussion remains “open”, in the next lesson students are invited to conduct own study through
practical observation in the public places chosen by them.
SECOND LESSON
The activity is held outside the school. For this purpose the teacher previously visits the public places
in the list of students and specifies the objects that will be explored by the different teams. They may
not be very far away from each other, so not to lose time for moving to the next one. This is done in
view of the prior instructions that students receive regarding “the equipment” with the necessary materials for the group work.
The teams have the task to create a common map of the male and female spaces in Veliko Tarnovo.
Each of the teams receives concrete guidelines for the methods and means to be used during the implementation of the task.
First team:
Go to the key places in the city and make “a counting” – how many men and women will pass along
you in an hour?
While processing the data specify the criteria such as:
• sex;
• age (approximately);
• clothing (everyday, official, fashion, women with trousers);
• accessories (women/men’s bag, bag with products, other purchases – flowers, gifts, etc.);
• format (married couple, a mother with a child, a father and a child, parents with children).
Present in original way the collected information.
Second team:
Within an hour, do a photo shooting to document the male and the female presence in the professional sphere, leisure and fashion.
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While processing the information specify distinguishing criteria such as
• Sellers – clients;
• Children – youth – elderly;
• Couples/families – friends – individual;
• Sex – age (approximately) – clothing/ accessories (women/men’s bag, bag with products,
other purchases – flowers, gifts, etc.).
Based on the collected data make a collage that reflects the typical social roles of the two sexes and
their presence in the contemporary distribution of the urban space.
Third team:
Within an hour visit three public places (for example, located on the Main street from the Courthouse to hotel “Bolyarski”). Conduct at least three interviews with women of your choice.
Compare the collected data with those of the fourth team. Make a general VENN diagram through
which to present a model for the distribution of gender spaces in Veliko Tarnovo.

Students have one week to process the collected data and visualize it appropriately. Oral presentations
are limited to 5 minutes. The actual presentations may be combined with a visit to a museum or can
be realized as a final session after the visit to the museum.
THIRD LESSON
The lesson takes place in Sarafkina house. The current exhibition offers rich opportunities to explore
the social roles of the sexes through the prism of clothing67.
Activity 1.
Students are invited to get acquainted with the museum exhibition under the directions of a guide. In
the explanation the focus is given on the exhibits related to the activities performed mostly by women
and others mostly by men. The aim is to reflect on the processes and changes from the Renaissance
epoch through the prism of the social gender roles.
Possible questions for a discussion:
 How the New time changes the social roles of the two sexes?
 What are the female and male spaces in the early 20th C.? (photos and the interior of the
building is used for additional reflection).
 Why history continues to be created by men?

The photos used are from the personal archive of the author. With gratitude for the cooperation of Mr. Ivan Tsarov, director of
the Regional History Museum, Veliko Tarnovo.
67
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Fourth team:
Within an hour visit three public places (for example, located on the Main street from the Courthouse to hotel “Bolyarski”). Conduct at least three interviews with men of your choice.
Compare the collected data with those of the third team. Make a general VENN diagram through
which to present a model for the distribution of gender spaces in Veliko Tarnovo.

Activity 2.
The next activity is related to the complex design of textiles and accessories for contemporary clothing
with elements of traditional national fabric and jewelry.
For this purpose, students are divided into small teams of 2-3 people. Based on lottery principle each
group receives one of the following tasks:
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First stage:
Make a project for a modern dress (male or female) based on original exhibits.
Instructions for work:
1. Select an appropriate element of a national fabric. Make it as a composition module that
presents the textile design.
2. Using the project for textile design, based on the traditional clothing, create a project of
contemporary men or women toilet. Visualize it as a poster.
Second stage:
Make a project for fashion accessories (hat, bag, belt, jewelry) based on original exhibits.
Instructions for work:
1. Select the appropriate element or accessories of a traditional fabrics and ornaments from the
presented exhibits of urban dresses. Make a composition module of a project for fashion accessories of modern dress (male or female).
2. Draw on a poster the dress for which the accessories are meant.
Assessment:
After completing the entire range of activities students answer on a colorful (or appropriately shaped)
handout the following questions:
1. Who led the work in the group – a boy or a girl?
2. Who were more active – the boys or the girls?
3. What activity was the most difficult? Why?
4. If you have the opportunity to repeat the lesson, what would you change?
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WORKSHEET №1
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WORKSHEET №2
PROJECT – DRAWING
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OBJECT
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FACES OF THE CIT Y

KOLYU FICHETO AND THE ARCHITECTURAL MASTERPIECES OF
19TH CENTURY
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THEORETICAL BLOCK68
The cultural heritage in the broadest sense of the word includes not only cultural monuments,
but also the lives and work of outstanding individuals who have contributed to the development of the
national culture.
In the history of the Bulgarian architecture special interest provoke the monuments created
during the Bulgarian revival and the decades after the Liberation. Veliko Tarnovo has “its” place
among the settlements, which architecture forms the image of the Renaissance city. The picturesque
panorama of one- and two-floors houses in the urban space of Renaissance Tarnovo is complemented
by clock towers and church bell towers that “cut through” the blue. At the background of the specific
color stands out school buildings, numerous shops and workshops along the bazaars. What distinguishes Renaissance buildings is the desire of the master builders to “embed” them into the surrounding landscape, thereby achieving suggestion of an indivisible whole. In that way the architecture
blends harmoniously with nature and this synchronicity in a special way demonstrates emanation of
Bulgarian spirit during the Renaissance.
One of the most prominent figures of the Bulgarian Renaissance, created masterpieces of the
new Bulgarian architecture is Nikola Fichev – chief master (ustà) Kolyu Ficheto. Born in Dryanovo
in 1800, from young age he started to learn a craft. For this purpose he becomes an apprentice builder
(builder, bricklayer). Although at the age of 33 years he is already recognized as a master, having
behind 23 years of preparation, Nikola Fichev continues to be, according to Dr. Arch. N. Tuleshkov,
master without own practice (bashkalia) at various chief masters (ustabashii). He learns the mason’s
craft at masters of the Tarnovo and Bratzigovo School. By the time spent on work abroad in Wallachia,
during the repeated visits to the major centers of the Ottoman Empire – Istanbul and Edirne, he meets
with modern architectural trends, carried by Western builders and stonemasons. Nikola Fichev biographers say he speaks perfect Turkish, fluent Greek and Romanian, necessary to negotiate buildings in
his work outside the Bulgarian lands. Moreover, as an established master he makes himself the “plans
of the projects” and his quantitative accounts are so perfect that usually after the completion of the
construction almost nothing remains from the prepared material in advance. In parallel, the master is
skillful in carving and stonework.
The period from the late 40s of the 19th century marked the beginning of that creative breadth
and large-scale construction activity in the life of Kolyu Ficheto, which made him an acknowledged
Master. Within three years he builds at the same time churches in Lyaskovets (“St. Dimitar”), Gorna
Oryahovitsa (“St. Nikola”), Dryanovo (“St. Nikola”) Tarnovo (“St. Marina”), houses in the medieval
capital city (such as the one of Nikola Koyuv, the so called “House with the Monkey”) in Lyaskovets
and Gorna Oryahovitsa. In 1850 he builds the inn Hadji Mincho Hadjitsachev in Tarnovo.
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The used data for N. Ficheto are quoted from:  Тулешков, Н. Първомайстор Никола Фичев – живот и творчество (18001881); Теофилов, Т. Уста Колю Фичето 1800–1881. – http://bg.theoldcapital.eu/УСТА КОЛЮ ФИЧЕТО_730g.html; http://istoria.
bg/1440/kolyu-ficheto-velik-vazrozhdenski-maystor. (last checked on 15.05.2015).
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Opposing the monotonous and closed building constructions in the Islamic tenets, master Kolyu
Ficheto introduces a number of new architectural elements – arch pediments, flexible corrugated
moldings, light arcades and triumphal arches, whose symbolic language encodes grown-confidence
and unruly desire for freedom of the Bulgarian.
The new architectural art, which the Master imposes in his monumental buildings – churches
(“St. St. Konstantin and Elena”, “St. Spas”, “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” (“St. Atanas”), “St. Mary
(Bogoroditsa)”, “St. Nikola” – in Tarnovo), public and private buildings (Konak in Tarnovo, Hadji
Nikoli inn, the silk factory of St. Karagiosov, Ikonomova House in Dryanovo), bridges – over river Yantra (near Byala), river Rositsa (Sevlievo), river Osam (the covered bridge – Lovech), over
Dryanovska River (Dryanovo), clock towers, bell towers and other buildings in the Preobrazhenski,
Plachkovski, Sokolski and other monasteries, are the material traces of a new culture. This is a sufficient reason Nikola Fichev be called by the name “the patriarch of Bulgarian architecture”.
What is created by the hands of the Master withstands the vagaries of time. Today, the buildings
and facilities built by ustà Kolyu Ficheto are part of the rich Bulgarian cultural-historical heritage. As
a prophecy his words come true: “Build for centuries, not only for money, but for glory and honor of
the master.”
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PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Introduce the significant architectural monuments of the cultural-historical heritage of the
birthplace.
2. Reflect the relationship between man and his/her environment through decoding and “translating” basic elements of revival architectural heritage in the language of modern advertising
and economic communications.
3. Understand the relationship between the development of society and the peculiarities of its
culture through the prism of religious and secular architectural sites built by Master Kolyu
Ficheto.
4. Form historical consciousness and sense of belonging, through understanding the contribution of Bulgaria to the European and world cultural heritage.
AGE: 12–16 years

VELIKO TARNOVO – AN OPEN AIR MUSEUM

DURATION: 3 x 45 minutes
NECESSARY MATERIALS:
• Worksheets; map of the old part of Veliko Tarnovo;
• Photos of the architectural monuments built by Kolyu Ficheto;
• White and colorful paper А/4; flipchart paper;
• Pens, pencils, markers, scissors, glue;
• Camera, laptop, multimedia.
ACTIVITIES:
FIRST LESSON: „NIKOLA FICHEV, NATURAL TALENT“
The following activities are implemented successfully in the Renaissance and the Constituent Assembly museum.
Activity 1. Time line
In the frame of this activity the students receive information about the life and work of Master Kolyu
Ficheto. Adequate form of selection and reflection of the facts is a time-line. It can be filled while the
guide is giving his/her talk or presenting a film about the life of Nikola Fichev.
% TASK
On the time line mark the main dates of the biography of Nikola Fichev.
 Do you find specificity compared with other biographies of Bulgarian Renaissance figures?
The data is written in the table of Task 1, Worksheet 1.
Activity 2. Making a passport of an architectural site
Using random principle (for example, even-odd numbers) students are divided into two large groups.
The teacher explains that one group will examine the churches and the other – the secular buildings
built by the master Kolyu Ficheto. Within his/her group each student performs the next task on his/
her own.
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% TASK
Look at the photos, use the additional information and complete the passports of those monuments that Kolyu Ficheto creates on the territory of Tarnovo.
Work with task 2 from Worksheet № 1 and worksheets 2A, 2B and №369.
After the given time is over, a group discussion is made to enable all students to complete the task.
Activity 3. Cultural routes
The purpose of this activity is the students to construct cultural routes related to architectural masterpieces of Master Kolyu Ficheto. The performance is more attractive if each group receives a small image of the investigated sites (in this case they are integrated in Worksheets № 2A and 2B) and modern
map of the city of Veliko Tarnovo.
% TASK
On the map of Task 3 of the Worksheet each of you have to mark with a sign the location of the
studied sites.
• Discuss the chosen locations within the group and draw up a cultural route that includes the
name of the architectural site and the address of the street where it is located.
• Properly visualize the cultural route – by applying small images of the sites on the general map of Veliko Tarnovo; create an advertising leaflet, specialized brochure or a poster,
graphic organizer, intellectual map, etc.
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Author’s photos are used and photos provided by Mariela Georgieva.
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Homework:
Students are given the opportunity to use popular websites with tourist information about Veliko
Tarnovo, to make further reference how many of the architectural masterpieces of Kolyu Ficheto are
preserved today.

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №1
% TASK 1.
Write down the main dates of the biography of Nikola Fichev on the time line.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
1800

•

Example: Nikola Fichev is born in a family of.................................

% TASK 2.
Fill in the data for each of the architectural sites.
PASSPORT OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SITE
Name
Location/address
Time of creation
Parameters

– size
.................................................................................................................
– architectural style
.................................................................................................................
– other specificities
.................................................................................................................

Purpose
Nowadays conditions
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% TASK 3.
Make a cultural route of the architectural sites in Veliko Tarnovo built by Kolyu Ficheto.
First step:
On the enclosed map, locate the position of studied architectural sites built by Kolyu Ficheto.
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Second step:
Write the name of the architectural site and the address, where it is situated.
1.
.........................................................................................................................................
2.
.........................................................................................................................................
3.
.........................................................................................................................................
4.
.........................................................................................................................................
Third step:
Present in an original way your cultural route (brochure, poster, graphic organizer, intellectual map,
etc.). If necessary by specifying the image use additional information from Worksheet №3.  
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SECOND LESSON: „TARNOVO THROUGH THE EYES OF MASTER KOLYU FICHETO“
The implementation of the lesson is associated with development of school micro projects that is why
the teacher should provide two lessons with a gap of at least a week between them, thus students have
enough time to prepare the final results.
Activity 1.
The activity is planned to take place in the old part of the city.
The class is divided into groups according to the appointed in advance cultural routes. Each member
of the group receives a “role”, thus the implementation of the general task is personalized. The aim is
the concrete architectural site to be presented through the prism of various perspectives.
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Example:
• An architect – to present how the existing building “fits” in the landscape;
• A photographer – to capture individual frames from the landscape of the site;
• A painter – to produce the observed object using the “language” of pictorial visibility (a
drawing, a collage, an application, etc.);
• A pilot – to present a view of the selected site (sites) from “bird’s eye”.
Activity 2.
% TASK
Based on the collected data present a three-dimensional image of architectural building.
It is logical students have more time (a week) for the implementation of such a project. The finalized
products permit to construct a common poster: “Tarnovo through the eyes of Master Kolyu Ficheto”.
The activity can take place in the classroom or in the museum. Each group independently choses the
ways and means by which to present their idea. The assessment of the results happens on the basis of
criteria predetermined by the teacher.
Activity 3.
The research and practical work of the students allow the summary on the topic to be done by plenary
discussion. Excerpts from written documents or photos with Bulgarian and foreign architectural sites
can be prepared from the same period for this purpose.
Possible questions for conclusion:
 Can we say that in the Renaissance, when the Bulgarians fought with word and sword,
Kolyu Ficheto preferred to fight with the adze and hammer in hand?
 Why Master Nikola Fichev is considered one of the most prominent Renaissance figures of
the Bulgarian revival?
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №2А
Architectural monument

Time of
creation

Purpose

Parameter

The Turkish konak (old Turkish
town hall)

Hadji Nikoli Inn
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The House with the Monkey
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №2B
Architectural monument

Time of
creation

Purpose
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Church “St. St. Konstantin and
Elena“

Church “St. Nikola“

Church “St. St. Cyril and Methodius”
(“St. Atanas”)
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Detail – drawing

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET №3
TARNOVO THROUGH THE EYES OF OUR ANCESTORS

Source: The old capital, Todor Yankov, 1939. (In Bulgarian) –
http://starotarnovo.ucoz.com/index/spomeni_za_staro_trnovo/0-41. (last checked on 26.02.2015)
FOR THE FINE LANGUAGE OF KOLYU FICHETO
His buildings are set with the classic staunchness as in urban environment and in a free atmosphere
landscape. Perfect examples are the churches “St. Atanas” (“St. St. Cyril and Methodius”),”St. St.
Konstantin and Elena” and “St. Mary” (nonexistent today) incorporated in Veliko Tarnovo as accents
and urban dominants, ends of axles and the space-organizing elements.
.... Thus cheerful and merrily played the arch “Fichev” pediments, flexible, corrugated moldings,
light, subtle possible to limit load-bearing material and construction – arcades. In contrast to the forest of minarets, framing the silhouette of our cities, it proudly raises its melodious bell towers of its
monasteries and churches. In their tumultuous aspiration to free space we find an optimistic cry, one
strengthening towards human values, virtues, ideals.
Source: architect T. Teofilov. Usta Kolyu Ficheto (In Bulgarian)
http://bg.theoldcapital.eu/Уста Колю Фичето_730g.html
(last checked on 26.02.2015)
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In front of a small, beautiful garden the City house is constructed, called in the Turkish time “Konak”,
and after the liberation – “police”, a name that is still in use today. This is a huge, oblong building,
which from the north – its main face – have two upper floors and from the south – three. Above the
main entrance, from the garden, there is a beautiful projection, propped by massive pillars; here is
the double staircase leading to the upper floor. Although built by illiterate master-builder, the famous
Nikola Fichev – “Kolyu Ficheto” as commonly called in Tarnovo – it is not only totally perfect by
design for its purpose for which it is constructed, but it is beautiful in all its impressive appearance. It
houses all administrative and judicial institutions, as well as the city government.
The gaze tirelessly slides in the colorful decor and for a moment stops on the popped-up hill on the
opposite side covered with houses – Varosha or “Varusha”, Tarnovo dialect; this is the neighborhood
“St. Atanas” from which begins the one of “St. Nikola”, with the picturesque raising bell towers of
these churches.
The picture view becomes even more beautiful in the flow of the soft April sun.

FACES OF THE CIT Y

THE TARNOVO ARTISTS IN THE REALM OF ILLUSION
The truth? Keep it for yourself, if you know it. For me leave the illusion.
Emilian Stanev
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THEORETICAL BLOCK
At the beginning of 20th century the communication uses many more images than words and
texts. And although at the beginning it was the Word, today the younger generations prefer the screen
and completely ignores the book. Literary texts are perceived with difficulties, especially if they are
long and not accompanied by images. At the same time in the creation and the use of both written and
visual images same rules are applied. Both the image and the story do not contain the truth. They are
created by someone, for some reason, with a purpose and can successfully manipulate the not so educated audience. In this sense, it is important that students understand that the image always presents
the vision of the author – a fact, that we don’t argue when it comes to painting or drawing, but we
tend to ignore with regard to photos, movies or texts. As educators we should guide young people,
especially when placing hasty and categorical value judgments – it is necessary beforehand to see, to
explain what we then allow ourselves to interpret.
Veliko Tarnovo and its specific character inevitably influence the development of the artists who
were born or lived in the city. Emilian Stanev, one of the most famous Bulgarian writers of 20th C.,
often used Tarnovo landscape in his works70. The incredible beauty of Tarnovo and its rich historical past continue to excite artists today. How their sense of the environment affects their works? Is it
real that “the story is a poem that can be interpreted more true with the heart and spirit than with the
mind”?71 Is it possible the artistic approach to the landscape of Veliko Tarnovo be successfully commercialized? These are some of the tasks set by the presented educational activities. As a theoretical
basis for its construction is used the classification of Serge Tisseron72. He distinguishes two types of
practices regarding the images:
• educational – practices meant to construct practical, theoretical and methodological tools
necessary to understand the way in which functions a single image.
• cultural – practices based not on the process but on the realization of the artwork itself.
When combined with the position from which they are applied, the following four groups of
activities are differentiated:

70
Донев, Владимир. Гледните точки на разказвача в повестта „Крадецът на праскови“ от Емилиян Станев. –
http://liternet.bg/publish10/vdonev/glednite.htm (last checked on 10.04.2015).
71
Emilian Stanev
72
http://www.surlimage.info/ECRITS/pedagogie.html (last checked on 10.04.2015).
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Spectator
(position of
perception)

Artist
(position of
creation)

Educational practices
(focused on the tools)

Cultural practices
(focused on the artworks)

Sensitize and acquire competencies in
understanding the means of expression, styles and
aesthetic approaches.
Analyze the contents of various artworks.
Get to know cultural institutions and industries
related to the creation of images and their
perception.

Create film clubs, visits to
exhibitions, museums ...
Participate or organize events aimed
at visiting and getting to know
artworks, authors, artists.

Sensitize and trainings in applying different
techniques for creating images (photos,
video, multimedia), for the process of their
implementation, for scriptwriting.

Implementation of products whose
primary means of expression is the
image: video, exhibition, sale of
posters, brochures, and websites.

The idea of the lesson is to help students understand the main points of technology in the creation and
marketing of artworks. What was learned during the observation in the studio-gallery “FilArt” to be
applied in a new learning situation, in the process of creation of their own original products related to
culture.
VELIKO TARNOVO – AN OPEN AIR MUSEUM
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PRACTICAL BLOCK
AIMS:
1. Learn the structure and function of a studio-gallery and the related professions.
2. Reflect the way how the surrounding environment influences the development and creative
work of an artist.
3. Develop skills for artistic expression through a combination of written and visual images.
AGE: 12–15 years
DURATION: 2 x 45 minutes

VELIKO TARNOVO – AN OPEN AIR MUSEUM

NECESSARY MATERIALS:
• Worksheets and pens;
• Camera/s;
• Posters, markers, scissors, glue.
PRELIMINARY PREPARATION:
• The teacher prepares worksheets and makes an appointment to visit the gallery;
• The students review the material studied for the specificity of the landscape as a genre and
means of expression of literature and fine arts.
ACTIVITIES
The first lesson takes place as a visit to the gallery of the Tarnovo artist Sasho Filev. Students have
worksheets that they fill during the observation. They must take pictures of the studio-gallery, how the
artist works and some of his artworks. The artist presents himself, the studio and the way it functions.
The students have the opportunity to ask questions. Based on their observations as homework they
are given the task to prepare a promotional leaflet of the studio within one page, A/4 format, using a
combination of text and images.
The second lesson takes place at school. The teacher has previously arranged an exhibition with
the promotional leaflets. The class starts with discussion of the homework, with focus on strengths
and weaknesses. Thus the teacher makes a smooth transition to the specific work that is connected
with the creative application of what have been learned. The class is divided into 3 groups, called
“artists”, “writers” and “managers”, depending on the preferences and skills of the children. Each
group receives a worksheet, a poster and materials and within 30 minutes they have to make respectively a collage, a screenplay and a business plan. The hour ends with a presentation of the artworks
of the students.
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
VISIT TO A STUDIO-GALLERY

Questions

1. The premises

•

What elements of the premises/rooms
define its functions as a studio-gallery?

•

How these functions are indicated
outside the studio-gallery?

•

How the space is distributed?

•

Is there an adequate distance from
which to perceive the works?

•

What is the meaning of lighting –
artificial and natural?

•

How are the works arranged in relation
to their composition?

•

Is there a difference in the location
of the works from various genres –
graphics, paintings in oils, sculptures?

•

How are they framed?

•

What are the prices of the artworks?
Which are more expensive and why?

•

Why some of the artworks are not for
sale?

•

Does the artist sell his works only in this
gallery?

•

Are there “strong” and “weak seasons”
in sales? What are the reasons?

•

How is organized the advertisement of
the studio-gallery?

2. The artworks

3. Business aspects

Notes
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Necessary
additional
research
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Observed
elements

NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
“ARTISTS” GROUP

% TASK
Make a collage on the theme: “The Tarnovo artists in the realm of illusion” Use these texts and
images:
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1. The truth? Well, keep it for yourself, as you know it. For me leave the illusion.

Emilian Stanev

2. … There’s nothing more depressing than the repetition of the past. I saw the same summer, tired sky,
whatever was hung over this city and then, in its empty blue abyss was shown the same obscurity to
bend over the country. Tarnovo has little changed; same old houses, without courtyards, piled like one
over the other, with dirty plasters and scuffed paints that lost its color over time; houses in which the
smell of acidic moisture and of three-four generations living in them. Rarely are seen new buildings to
spoil the craftsman line of the main street and neighborhoods of Varusha and along Yantra they were
the same I left them...
After half an hour I was at the end of the city. And then I noticed with astonishment that the area
has changed beyond recognition. A whole neighborhood has emerged, where previously there were
only two or three houses, some lime pits and a rocky road, clipped from the tough roots of acacias,
whose dark brown pods we have been picking once to eat its sweet heart ...
The acacia forest was gone. Neat, new houses were warming their white walls of morning sun
shining. Neat courtyards whereas pink clouds Japanese roses were blooming, lined one by another.
Unfamiliar faces were looking through the open windows hanging bedding, put to be aired. Somewhere a radio was playing and the sounds were coming from the cool inside part of the house. And the
more I went forward; the whole area looked more unfamiliar. Instead of the gray walls with lichens,
which bordered the old vineyards, houses and villas have appeared, orchards were seen...
Emilian Stanev, “The peach thief”73
(in Bulgarian)

73

http://www.litclub.com/library/stanev/kradecut/index.htm (last checked on 10.04.2015).
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2. Tzani Vasilev, “Dream”
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1. Plamen Legkostup, “Reflection”

3.Plamen Legkostup “Medieval Landscape”

4. Ivanichka Paneva, “Evening in Veliko Tarnovo”
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
“WRITERS” GROUP

% TASK
Make a script for a film within 1 page A/4 format, knowing that the action takes place in Veliko
Tarnovo and the protagonist is an artist. Consider the following components to be highlighted
in your text:
• Prologue;
• Inception;
• Action;
• Epilogue.
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Use these works of Sasho Filev as inspiration:
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NAME.....................................................................................................................DATE.......................
SCHOOL ...........................................................................................................GRADE .......................

WORKSHEET
“MANAGERS OF CULTURAL SITES” GROUP

% TASK
Get to know the information about the Art Gallery in Veliko Tarnovo. Make a business plan for
its development 1 page long. In writing it, use the following key points:
• Which tourist routes would you use? How would you connect with the various tour operators?
• What activities would you suggest for the different groups of visitors – children/adult, Bulgarians/foreigners?
• What prices policy would you have?
• What advertising campaign would you conduct?
• How would you develop the environment of the gallery in order to adapt it to the needs of
tourists? (parkings, restaurants, shops ...)

Address: 5000 Veliko Tarnovo, park “Assenevtsi”, p. b. 250, telephone 062/63-89-61
Open from 10.00 to 18.00, except Monday; Thursday – free entrance
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The Gallery "Boris Denev" works since 1934 and it is one of the oldest in the country. Over the years
it is complemented and enriched with high artistic works. Today it has a fund of about 5,000 works,
divided into three sections: paintings, graphics and sculptures. The gallery collects and preserves
works of Bulgarian artists from different generations and periods of development of fine art. The
Fund is shown in the adapted for that purposes building in the park “Assenevtsi”. On the first floor are
exhibited thematic works within the topic “Veliko Tarnovo through the eyes of the artist” and on the
second – freely selected works from the gallery fund.
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http://www.culturalpolicies.net/ – the website of the Council of Europe.
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http://www.culturalpolicies.net/web/index.php – COMPENDIUM.
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http://retrobulgaria.com/vt/index.html – photos from Veliko Tarnovo.
http://starotarnovo.ucoz.com/ – Tarnovo through the eyes of our ancestors, website of Greta Kostova-Babulkova.
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pe=3 – Staro Tarnovo, the website of Rosen T. Petkov.
http://www.otkrivam.com/index.php?p=2&l=1 – project “Children and cultural heritage in South East Europe”.
http://muzeiko.com/bg – Children science center “Muzeiko”.
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